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REPORT 1296 
A THEORETICAL STUDY OF THE AERODYNAMICS OF SLENDER 
CRUCIFORM-WING ARRANGEMENTS AND THEIR WAKES 1 
By J OHN R. PRE ITER and ALVIN H. A K S 
SUMM ARY 
A theoretical tudy is made oj some cruciform -wing arrange-
ments and their wakes by means oj lender-body theory . The 
ba ic idea of this theory are reviewed and equations G·re de-
velopedfor the pressures, loadings, and jorces on slender cruci-
jorm wing. and wing-body combination. The ToLLing-up oj 
the vortex heet behind a lender cruc~form wing is can idered 
at length and a n1lmerical analysis is carried out using 4-0 
vortices tn calculate the wake hape at various distances behind 
an equal-span crucijorm wing at 4-5° bank. Analytical ex-
pressions are dp.veloped jor the corresponding positions oj 
the 1'olled-up vortex sheets using a 4-vortex approximation to 
the wake, and these positions are compared with the posi tions 
oj the centroids oj vorticity resulting jrom the numerical analysis . 
The agreement is jound to be remarkably good at all distances 
behind the wing. 
Photographs oj the wake as observed in a water tanlc are 
pI' sented jor various distances behi"'id a cruciform wing at 0° 
and 4-5° bank. For J,.5° bank, the distance behind the wing 
at which the upper two vortices pass between the lower two is 
mea ured experimentally and is f ound to agree well with the 
4--v01'tex analysis. 
The calculation oj load on cruciform tails is considered in 
ome detail by the method oj reverse flow, and equation are 
developed for th tail load in terms of the vortex positions 
calculated in the earlie?' analyses. 
IN TR ODUCTION 
Thc importance of the rolling-up of Lh vortex sheet in 
determining the downwash behind lender wings is now 
generally recognized and has been discu ed at some length 
in reference 1. The CLlrren t use of cru ciform wings has 
caused the missile designer further concern regarding the 
downwash field in the vicinity of the tail. uch calculations 
are generally considerably more complicated than Lho e for 
planar wing. . How ever , since the wing on missile of this 
type are generally of low a pect ratio and the tail lengths 
are long, it i often assumed that the yortex heet shed from 
each panel of a cru ciform wing is completely rolled up into a 
single vor tex line at the tail posi tion . One of the purposes 
of this paper i to inve tigate the usefu lness of such an ap-
proximat,ion at varioLls distances behind the wing. This will 
I uperscdes N AC A 'r:-.i 3528 by John R. prcioor and Alvin B . Sacks, 1956. 
be accomplished by comparing the re ults of an analytic 
tlldy of the behavior of a 4-vortex model with the re ult of 
a numerical computation for a corresponding 40-,ortex 
system and with observation of experiments conducted in a 
water tank. 
The calculation of the pre Ufes, loadings, and force on 
cru ciform wing-body combination wi thout regard to the 
wake will be treated early in the analysis, and a later ee tion 
will be devoted to the calcula tion of the load on a cruciform 
tail in the presence of the vortex wake. 
A 
a 
b 
E 
F 
j 
g(x) 
K 
L 
PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS 
aspect ratio 
body radius 
span of equal-span cruciform , 2s. 
L 
qSH 
L' 
qSH 
Pressure coefficient p-p", , q 
y 
qSv 
y' 
qSv 
wing chord 
distance behind wing trailing edge 
distance behind trailing edge of cruciform wing 
(4) = 45°) at which upper two vor tices pas be-
tween lower two 
distance behind trailing edge at which vorticcs are 
e entially rolled Llp 
cllip t ic integral of the second kind 
incomplete elliptic in tcgral of the first kind 
lateral distance between centroids of vor ticity of the 
two halves of the vortex wake for 4>=45° (J= 
YI' + Y2' ) 
difference bctween I{J and 1{J2 
complete elliptic in tegral of the fir t kind 
force compon ent in the z direction 
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L' 
l 
MiX> 
n 
p 
p", 
force component in the z' direction 
length of the airplane 
free-stream Mach muuber 
ou tward normal from surface of airplane or wake 
sta tic pres UTe 
free-stream sta t ic pre ure 
p U 2 q free-stream dynamic pressure, ~ 
v 
s 
cro s- ectional area 
plan form area of wing H. 
plan form area of wing V 
local emispan of componen t wing H. 
maximum valu e of s 
local semi pan of component wing V 
maximum valu e of t 
free- tream peed 
U,V,w fluid velocity componen ts in the x,y ,z directions 
x,y ,z Car tesian coordinates fixed in the body and illu -
tra ted in figure 1. 
x,y',z' Car tesian coordinates ob tained by ro ta ting the xy z 
system an angle cf> about the x axis as illustra ted 
in figure 6 
Yl' ,zl' ,l y' and z' coordinaLes of vortices land 2 of 4-vortex 
Y2' , Z2 ' 1 analy is 
Y force componen t in the y direction 
Y ' force compon en t in the y' direction 
Yc ,zc Y and z coordinate of cen troid of vorti ity 
a angle of attack in the xy z coordinate sy tem as 
, 
a 
{3 
lllustrated in figure 1 
angle of attack in the xy' z' coordinate y tem a 
illustra ted in figure 6 
angle of sideslip in the xy z coordinate system as 
illustra ted in figure 1 
maximum circulation round a wing panel 
anrle from the positive y axis to a poin t on th e 
airplan urface, positive coun terclockwise, as 
illu trated in figure 3 
curve describing the eros section of the vor tex wake 
in planes x=con t. 
fluid mass den ity 
(J CUTve bounding the cross section of the airpla ne or 
wake in plane x=const. as illustrated in figure 2 
4> total velocity potential 
cf> angle of bank illustra ted in figure 6 
rp perturbation velocity potential sa t isfying Prandtl-
Glauert equa tion 
rp2 per turba tion velocity potential a tisfying two-dimen-
H. 
TE 
u,l 
V 
sional Laplace equation in plane x=con t . 
SU BS CRIPTS 
componen t wing lyin g in the X'lJ plane 
wing tra iling edge 
two sides of the wake 
componen t wing ly ing in the xz plan e 
FU DAMENTAL RELATIONS 
T he theory for inviscid compre ible flow abou t slender 
bodie of arbi trary cross eetion has become well formulated 
in recent years and is now describ d in detail in many papers 
(see ref. 2 or 3 for a resume). The e m ethod can be applied 
to the tudy of flow about cruciform wing and wing-body 
combination and will be used throlwhout the pre ent 
analysi . 
T H E COORDINATE SYSTEM 
Most of the analysis will be referred to a Carte ian co-
ordinate system fixed in the b ody, a hown in figure l. 
The free-str eam direction may be inclined mall angles a 
and {3 with the x axi , as projected onto the xz and xy planes, 
r espectively. 
z , 
--
,/ 
x 
y 
, 
, 
-C]I 'Uw~lc 
FIGURE 1.- ru cifor m wing-body combination and coord inate sy tem 
(xyz) . 
THE POTENT'lAL 
A per t urba tion velocity potential rp is introduced related 
to the total velocity potential q; according to 
4> = U", (x- (3y + az) + cp (1) 
and it is a sumed tha t the per t urba tion velocitie are suf-
ficien tly small that the equation for compre sible flow can 
be sa ti factorily approximated by the Prandtl-Glauert 
equation . Thus rp is a solution of 
(1- M ",2) cpxx+ rpvv + rp .. = O (2) 
If it i a sumed, fur thermore, that the airplane is sufficiently 
slender that the longitudinal per t urbation velocities and 
their gradient arc small compared \'lith the la teral pertur-
bation velocitie and their gradi ents, Ward (ref . 4) ha sho'wn 
tha t the equation for the perturbation velocity po ten tial rp 
in the vicini ty of the airplane i 
(3) 
for super onic flow (M",> 1); and H caslct and Lomax (ref. 5) 
have shown tha t 
(4) 
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for subsonic flow (M oo< l). In the e equations, lrepre ent 
the length of the airplane and S c= c(x) represents cross-
ectional area in planes normal to the x axi. The symbol 
'P2 in these equation repre ents the solution of the two-
dimensional Laplace equa tion 
'Pyy + 'Pzz= 0 (5) 
for the specified boundary ondition , and can be written 
expli itly as 
1 f. co'P 0) 
'Pz=271" ~ on - on in 7' d(J (6) 
where (J is the line bounding the cro - ectional area of the 
airplane and its wake in the y z plane, and n is the urface 
normal in the y z plane, as indicated in figure 2. TIm , the 
three-dimel' ional velocity fi eld induced by lender airplanes 
Z 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
~ -n'-k n ---------f 
FIG URE 2.-Cro, s section of a irpl a ne or wake howing CT and n. 
flying at either ubsonic 01' uper onic speed is approximated 
in the vicinity of the airplan e and the wake by a velocity 
field tha t sa tisfies the two-dimensional La place eq ua tion 
and the boundary condition in t,ransverse plane plu a 
longitudinal velocity field that depend on the longitudinal 
rate of change of cros -sectional area and i independent of 
y and z. Consequently, equation (3) and (4) are often 
written in the following more abbreviated form 
(7) 
which is a general olution of equation (5), but where know-
ledge of equation (2) must be introduced to permit the 
determination of g(x). A is apparent from comparison of 
equation (7) and equations (3) and (4), the function g(x) 
contains all of the dependence on Mach number , but the 
only feature of the airplane geometry which enters is the 
cro s-sectional area. Thus, a hown by Keune (ref. 6) and 
Hea let and Lomax (ref. 7), g(x) for any slender airplane 
can be tho ught of as the limit for mall 1'= y2+Z2 of the 
difference between 'P and 'P2 for a body of revolution having 
the arne S c(x) as the airplane, that is , 
for lvJoo < l and 
UoodSc l ] 
271" dx nr 
(9) 
for M oo> 1. It is indi ated in references an d 9 that a cor-
responding r elation hip occurs for M oo = 1 in tran onic 
theory, although there i at present no expliciL formula for 
computing 'P for a body of revolution in transon ic flow. 
Once 'P is determined, the pre ure can be calculated 
directly using the r elationship 
(10) 
THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
The bowldary condiLions r equire that the gradient of 
the total velocity potential <I> is con isten t with the free-
tream conditions at infinity, and i zero when evaluated 
normal to and on the urface of the airplane. Con equently, 
'P i a constant, ay zero , infinitely far ahead of and Lo the 
side of the airplane and 
on the mface of the airplane. In equation (ll ), n' repre-
sent the normal to the uriaee, and nl, n2, and n3 repre ent 
the direction co ine of n' with r spect to Lhe x, y, and z 
axes, respectively. By the a sumptions ba ic to lencler-
airplane theory, Lhi equation redu ces to 
U oo(nl- .Bnz+ana)+ ~=o (12) 
where %n=n2(%y) +n3C% z) and is the mface normal 
in a y z plane. Having eq uation (12) expre ing Lhe boundary 
conditions at the smfacc of an arbitrary lender airplane, 
one can easily wri te the corre pondin g r elation for pecific 
hap es. For example, the boundary condition for a body 
of revolution i 
(13) 
z 
/~ 
(~ ______ J ___________ , 
o(x) 
FIGU RE 3.-Cross section of body of revolution showing 8 and a (x) . 
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I , 
( hI (X, y ) 
~---:--.. -_ ..... _----:;:-. -- - - -Y 
I 
-s +s 
F lGUHE 4.- Vi c\I's of \I'ing showing h, (x,y ) 
where' I' = a(x) is the' body radiu and (J is measured m the 
co ul1t e'rclockwise d irection from the positive' y axi , a 
shown in figure 3. 
TIl e houndary cond ition for a thin wlIlg situated ne'ar lh e' 
xy pla,np a shown in figur e' 4, is 
( °\0
2 ) = -U a+ U oh. 
oz z= o '" '" OX (14) 
whe'l"e hz= h. (x,y) i the z ordinate of the wing surface. If 
the win g i situated near lhe xz plane, a shown in figure 5, 
the houndary condi t ion is, 
I 
I 
I 
" 
" ..... 
..... 
"-
"-
....... 
( 0 \02) _ U f3 + U ohy oy y= O-+ '" "' ox 
"-
"-
..... x 
I 
I 
I 
t - ' 
FrG RE 5.- Vicw of wing showi ng h.(x, z) 
(15) 
hy (x ,I ) 
where hy= hy(x, z) now represents the y ordinate of the wing 
surface. 
The above tatemenl (and similar one for other con-
figurations) permit the determination of \0 for all point in 
the vicinity of slender nonliftin g airplan es, bu t only for 
poin l forward of all tra il ing edges for lifting airplane. The 
in sufficiency in the latter instance stems from the fact that 
the line integral in the defin it ion of \02 must be carried around 
the trailing vortex wake and that additional rela t ion are 
nece sary to determine the locat ion of the wake and the 
conditions existing thereon. 
The vor tex wake is idealized in wing theory to an infinitely 
lhin yortex sheet ext,en lin g down tream from the tra iling 
edge of the wing. The vortex heet can be thought of as 
being composed of vor tex line having constant circula tion 
f , or strength, along their length. The fundamen tal prop-
erti e are that the velocity must be purely tangential on 
either ide of the wake, and tha t the pre sures arc equal on 
oppo i te sides of the wake. The [n' t of the e p l"opertie 
corre ponds to the statement that oiP /on' i zero on both 
sides of the wake, and leads, in the pre ent approximation , 
to equation (12 ). Since the direction cosines n 1,n 2, and na 
of the normal to the wake are equal and opposite on the two 
sides of the wake, one concludes tha t o\Oz/on is equal and 
opposi te on the two side of the wake. The e two proper t ies , 
when comb ined \\"i t il the pressure-velocity relation of eq ua-
t ion (10), lead lo the conclu ion that the vortex lines are 
parallel to the ayerage of the velocity vector on opposite 
ides of the ,\"Uke, again e,"aluated to an order con i tent 
with the rema inder of t he analy is. In other word , f or 
t:>\O is constant along line extending downstream from the 
trailin g edge according to the rela tion 
dy dz dx 
+ C U +\Ozu \0' 1 '" ",a 2 
(16) 
where the subscripls u andl refer to the values on opposite 
side of the \\"a kc. It is interest ing to note in cIo ing this 
d iscussion t hat the inclusion of nonlinear terms in the 
pressure-veloeit.\" relation of slender-wing theory require 
con id eration of the deformation and rolling-up of th.e vor tex 
wake, and that t he flat wake commonly assumed in linear 
theol')- i in consisten t with the use of equa tion (10) for the 
pr essure. Addit ional discussion of the e po in t can be 
fo und in refe rence 3. 
A SECOND COORD I NATE SYSTEM 
In order to take ach-antage of certain symmetry proper t ie 
part of the re ults wi ll be given in term of a econd cOOl'di-
nate ystcm xy' z'. Thi coordin ate ystem i r elated to the 
xyz system by such a rotation abou t the x axi that the xz' 
plane con tain both the x axis and the free- tream direction . 
With thi ystem, the airplan e is banked an angle 4> with 
re pect to t ile y' axis, and the free- tream direc t ion makes 
an angle a' wi th the x axi a shown in figure 6. . ince a and 
f3 are small angle , we haye the following relation 
a'= a2+ f3 2 
z ' 
z' 
I 
I 
(17) 
z 
FIG U RE: 6.- C rucifor m wing-body comb ination and rotated coordinate 
sy t cm (xy' z') . 
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Thi coordinate sy tern will be u ed from time to time during 
the discus ion and for the presentation of the pecific r e ul t 
for </> = 45 °. 
F ORCES ON SLENDER CRUCIFORM WINGS 
'Th e r elationships outli ned in the precedin<Y section apply 
to slend er bodies of arbiLrary eros ction. Ina mu ch a 
t he vortex calculat ion , which are the principal subj ect of 
this tudy, are confined to ca es involving either plane or 
cru ciform arrangement of thin wing, attention will b e 
devoted in this section to the determination of the aero-
d~' namic forces on flat-plate wings of zero thickne . (The 
corre ponding r esult for slender wing-body combinations are 
included in the appendix. ) Th e e r esults supersede tho e of 
r eference 10 in wh ich proper account is not taken of the 
nonlinear terms in the pre m e coefficien t. Thu , consider 
the cruciform wing ill us trated in figure 7 and designate the 
H 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
'I( 
FIG HE7.- D e ignat ion of cru ciform urfaces. 
component wing which extends along the y axis a Hand 
that which extends along the z axis as F. Both component 
are symmetrical about the x axi , the plan form of wing H 
b eing given by y= ±s(:r) and th at of wing r by Z= ± t(x) . 
ince the wings have no thickn es , g(x) = 0, the flow is 
u naffec tecl by Mach num bel', and 'P = 'P2. The solu t ion for 
th is ase can b e con idered to b e the sum of the olution for 
the flows about each component alone a shown in fig ur e 8, 
z 
, 
CD 
G '\1 ) 9--, 
& 
Z 
I 
, 
, 
G \ 1 r 9 -' ~ 
'Po + 
Z 
I 
+ -r~ y 
T ~ 
'Pb 
FI . U R E 8.-Addition of potential for cruciform wing. 
in ee wing H lies in a plane of yrnmetry of the perturbation 
flow 'Pb about wing r, and wing 1' lie in a plane of ymmetry 
of the perturbation flow 'Pa abou L wing H. The expre sion 
for 'Pa can be found in many sources (e. <Y. , r ef. 11) and is 
where the sign i positive in the upper half-plane and negat iv e 
in the lower half-plan e. The expression for 'Pb is 
where the sign is po itive in the left half-plane and negali ve 
in the r igh t half-plane. The per turbation velocity potential 
for the flow about the cru ciform wing is thu 
(20) 
Through appl ication of equation (10) a nd (1 ) t hrough 
(20) , expres ions for the differential pres ures or loading on 
the two componen t win <Ys ar e found to be 
The sign convention i such that the load ings arc po Itive 
when they are a sociaLed with forces in the lirection of the 
po itive y and z axes, and h ence with positive lift a nd ide 
force as indicated by Lhe sub cript on the symbol D.p. 
Of the two term in the loading expressio ns, the sym-
m etric first term con t ribu te to lift and side force and the 
anti ymmetric second term con tribu te to rolling moment . 
To ill ustrate Lhis po int further , figure 9 how the load dis-
tr ibution on a cruciform wing having triangulal' components. 
The loading on the vel't ical componen t i hown by th e t \VO 
FIG URE 9.- Load di. tribut ion on tri a ngular cruciform wing 
components . 
top sketches, and that on the horizon tal component i hown 
by the lower sketches. The sketch es on the left r epresen t 
the contribution of the ymmetric fir t term of equation 
(2 1); those on h e right, the contribution of th ant i ym-
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metric econd tenus. As has been pointed out in many 
d i cu ions of slender-wing theory, equation (21) for the 
loading applies only to those portion of wing for which 
d /dx and dt /dx are positive. Oon equently, the present 
analysis will be confined to wings having their maximum 
span at the trailing edge. The p ermissible ran ges fo r a and 
!3 are al 0 restricted in asmuch as equation (21 ) becomes 
invalid when either the angle of pitch or yaw becom.e so 
la rge tha t the lead in O" edge rotate beyond the free-stream 
direction and become , effectively , a tr ailing edge. M athe-
matically , this limit occur when 1!3 I=ds/dx and when 
lal= dt /dx. If it is de ired to inve tigate win gs inclined 
at large angles, consideration mu t be given to the inAuenee 
of the trailing vOl'tiee lyin g ou t board of the side of the 
wmg. 
The total forces on the crllciform wing can be determin ed 
by integrating the loading over the en tire surface area. 
Thu ) the lift (i. c., the total forc e in the direction of the 
po itive Z axi ) is given b~' 
L= JJ£>P&dXdY+ 27rqaSo2 
Ii 
(22) 
where So i the maximum semispan of win g H . Likewise, 
the total side force in the direction of the positive y axi is 
y= II £>PI·dx dz= - 27rq!3to2 (23) 
\ . 
where to i the ma;\.TInum emi pan of Wlllg V. The arne 
results, expressed in coefficient form, are 
It may be noLed that the e la tter integrated result can 
be obtained m ore easily by momentum method (c. g., refs. 
2 and 3) if detail of the loading are not required. For 
example, the lift of a ny plane or cruciform Wi11O" is give n 
imply by 
(26) 
where £>CPTE' refer to the difference in the values of the 
perturba tion potential cP on the two sides of the wing, 
evalua ted at the trailing edge. 
WAKE AND DOWNWASH 
The determina tion of the hape of the trailing vortex 
sheet and the associated velocity field behi.nd a wing cu -
tomarily involves consideration s of classical vor tex laws 
together with the known vorticity di tl'ibu tion at the trailing 
edge. For lender wings, the e r elations are all imbedded 
in the equation given in the fir t section of the pre en t 
analy is. Thus, sin ce 8<= 0 b ehind the wing and acp/an i 
equal and opposite on the two ides of the vor tex wake, it 
follows from equation (3), (4) , and (6) that the perturbation 
poten tial for the flo,,' in any lateral plane behind the wing 
i given by 
1 j' a CP=CP2= - ? cP :;..~ in 7' du 
~7r II VI ii 
(27) 
A direct cOllseq uenee of the zero thiclO1ess of the vortex 
wake is that the normal derivative in equation (27 ) is equal 
and opposi tc on the two ide of the wake. T hi mean 
that the contour integral around the wake indicated by u 
in equation (27 ) can be replaced with a line integral along 
only one ide A of the vor tex sheet. The ll1tegrand then 
involves not cP, but the difference in poten tial £> cp on the 
two ide of the wake. Sin ce, fur thermore 
(2 ) 
and 
a a Z- Zl 
- ln r= - - tan-I --
an aA Y-Yl (29) 
equ at ion (27 ) become , on performing an in tegration by part 
1 I a - Z- Zl 11 ar _ Z- Zl cP=- r - tan 1 -- dA= - - - tan 1 -- dA (30) 27r x aA Y-Yl 27r x aA Y-Yl 
since r is zero at tit lateral extremitie of the vortex sheet. 
The correspond ing relations for the velocity components v 
and w in the direction of the positive y and z axes can be 
found by using equation (30) in conjunction with equation 
(1), tIllI 
a <I> . 1 I ar Z- Zl V=~=-UQ) !3+ CPV= -UQ)!3+-') :;"' ( )2+( )Z dA 
vY ~7r x v/\ Y-Yl Z- Zl 
(31) 
The rela tion foJ' the pa th of each vOJ'tex line given by 
equation (16) can be expressed in terms of v and w, thus 
(33) 
where the sub cripts u and l again refer to the values on the 
two sides of the vortex wake. 
The principal difficul ty in the calcula tion of v and w tem 
from the fact that the shape A and the vorticity distribution 
ar/aA of the walm ar e not immedia tely 1010wn at all ta-
t ions behind the wing, but only at the trailing edge. At 
this station , the circula tion distribution can be determined 
directly from equations (1 ) through (20) by etting z= Q 
for the ortcx heet b ehind wi.ng H and y = O for that b ehind 
wing V and replacing s and t with So and to (the maximum 
values for s and t , occurring at the trailing edge). The 
resulting eJo..1>1'e lOll S 
(34) 
(3 5) 
indicate that the circulat ion distribu tion is ellip tic immedi-
ately behind each wing. This co, e illu trate the fact that 
the circulation di tribution and span loading are not alway 
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proportional. Thi conclusion i immediately apparent 
when it i observed that the circula tion distribution for the 
pre ent case is symmetric about the x axis, whereas the pan 
loading is a ymmetric, as can be seen by examining figure 9. 
If attention is confined to station immediately behind the 
trailing edo-e and to ca es where the wing is at very low lift, 
o that X-XTE and r are small, it may be assumed for cer-
tain purposes that the distortion and rolling-up of the wake 
are so light that they can be disregarded . With this as-
umption, the induced flow field behind a lifting wing can be 
computed directly . Thus, the perturbation potential for the 
flow behind the triangular cruciform wing treated in the 
preceding ection can be obtained from equations (18) 
through (20) b again su1stituting So for and t o for t , and 
the a sociated velocity field can be found therefrom by dif-
ferentiation . Although the error incurred in the induced ve-
locities by the use of thi assumption an be continually 
diminished as the lift and distance from the wing i reduced, 
the condition of zero force on the wake is always violated 
at the edge of the wake. The elimination of these forces 
demands that the vortices be free to roll up . Inasmuch a 
the e effects becom e of increasing importance as the a pect 
ratio i decreased, attention here will be focused more on 
determining the behavior of the trailing vortex system than 
on performing calculation assumino- a implified wake form. 
SIMLLARITY CONSLDERATIONS 
The rate at which distortion of the wake progre e with 
increa ing distance from the wing will first be investigated 
by means of similari ty considerations. Consider two geo-
metrically imilar cruciform wings traveling at either sub-
onic or supersonic speeds, but differing in span and angle 
of pitch and yaw. It is desired to r elate the di tances be-
hind the two wings at which the wake patterns are imilar. 
Let the symbols referring to the r eference wing be denoted 
by asterisks and those referring to the second wing be plain . 
Inasmuch as a first r equirement is that the vorticity distri-
bution must be similar at the trailing edge, it is nece ary 
that the ratio of angle of attack to angle of sideslip a /{3 be the 
ame for both wings. (If the problem is stated in the al terna-
tive mann er by specifying the angle of attack (x' and angle of 
bank 4>, thi condition corre pond to requiring that both 
wings have the same angle of bank. ) From equations (3 1) 
and (32), it is evident that the pertmbation velocity com-
ponents 'Pu and 'Pz behind the wing are directly proportional 
to the circulation and inversely proportional to the scale. 
Inasmuch as the former is measured by, say, the maximum 
value of the circulation r 0, and the latter by the semispan 
S o, the ratio of the lateral induced velocities at correspond-
ing ta tion behind the wings is equal to the ratio of the 
circulation loading of the two wings. 
(36) 
ince the fa tio of the longitudinal distances, in terms of 
wing emispans, from the trailing edge to stations having 
imilar wake patterns is inversely proportional to the ratio 
of the induced velocities, in terms of the free-stream velocity, 
we have 
41 336- 57--2 
(37) 
This r elation reduce to the following when the circulation 
function r 0 is replaced by the lift L through the introduction 
of equation (26) 
(3 ) 
or in climensioru e s form 
dl o A /CL 
d*1 0*= A*/CL * (39) 
where A refers to the aspect ratio and CL to the lift oefficient. 
In many cases, i t is preferred to expres the distance d in 
t erm of the wing chord rather than the emispan, whence 
die A/CL sole 
d*lc*= A*ICL* so*lc* (40) 
From this result, it can be concluded that the expre sion for 
the distance required for the trailing vortex heets to as ume 
any particular configuration i of the form 
(41) 
wher k i , as yet , an unspecified constant. Thi formula is 
directly applicable to both the rolling-up of the vortex sheet 
and the relative motions of the rolled-up vortices. Thus, 
for instance, one et of values for k will give the di tance 
r equired for the vortex heets to become rolled up to any 
given degree as a function of the angle of bame 4> ; whereas 
another set of value will give the distance for the rolled-up 
vortices to assume ome particular orientation with re pect 
to one another. 
The foregoing analysis give no information regarding the 
relative rates of rolling-up of the individual vortex heets 
trailing from each panel of a cruciform wing. If the angle 
of sideslip {3 is zero and the angle of attack i different from 
zero (or the angle of bank 4> is zero), a vortex sheet exis ts at 
the trailing edge of only the horizontal wing and it rolls up 
in exactly the same manner as it does behind a single plane 
wing. If, on the other hand, the angle of attack and side-
slip are equal (or the angle of bank is 45 °) and the cruciform 
wing is composed of four identical panel , the vorticity distri-
bution at the trailing edge of each panel is the same and the 
wake rolls up into four equal vortices at nearly equal rates. 
Other cases are more complicated. 
Attention ha been called in reference 1 and elsewhere to 
the value of k = 0.28 given by Kaden in referenc 12 for the 
constant in equation (41) for the di tance required for the 
vortex sheet trailing from a plane wing having elliptic circu-
lation di tribution to become tIe entially rolled up ." 
Although the aCCUl'acy, as well a the precise meaning of 
Kaden's result i impaired by the numerou and omewhat 
arbitrary assumptions introduced in the course of the 
analysis, the result is useful for predicting the order of 
magnitude of the distance involved. The problem actually 
attacked by Kaden is that of the rolling up of a vortex sheet 
of emi-infinite width, having parabolic circulation distri-
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bution. The resul t is a ppli ed to the case of a vo rtex sheet 
of finite width having ell ip tic circulation distribution by 
electing th strength of the paraboli c distribution to m atch 
the known elliptic distribution at the wing tip, and a sum ing 
that thc rolling up of the ftnite vortex sheet and the emi-
infinite h et procee 1 identi cally. 
If the sam e id ea together with K aden ' result for the 
plane wing are applied to the cru eiform ,,"inO', the distance 
from the trailing edge to the station \\·here th e vortice a rc 
es entially roll ed up i 
( dn) = 0.2 C H 
A 280 
(lLC 
for the horizontal winO' and 
( dn) = 0.28 A 2to C I' {ly C 
fo r the yertical \\-lng. 
, UME RICA L R ES LTS (20 A 0 40 VO R T IC ES) 
(42) 
(43) 
A detailcd anal.,"si of the form of the vortex s.\" tern behind 
lifti ng wing can be made on the basi of equatio ns (31) 
through (33) b.," r eplacing the con t inuous sheet of vortice 
with a finite number of di crete vortices alld determin ing 
thei r positions at each longitudin al stat ion by a step-by-step 
calculation procedure. Such a calculation wa carried out 
10nO' ago by Westwater (r ef. 13 ) for the plane wing with 
elli ptic ei rculntion di tri bu tion. In this particular treat-
z 
ment , the vo rtex heet wa ]'eplaced by 20 vortices of equ al 
strength and th e J'e ul ts \\'ere pre en ted b y giving, both 
numericall.," and O'raphicall.,", th e positions of each of th e 
vortices at eve ral clifferen t d i lances behi nd the \\'inO'. 
These )'e ult , whi ch of co u]' e apply equally to cruciform 
wings at zero ide lip, arc summari zed in graphical form in 
figure 10. Although the e re ult are pre ente 1 here in 
terms of bod.\" axes, rather than wind axe a previou 1.\" 
ginn in reference 1, addition al reference lin e are included 
which ext end dow nst ream from the trailing edge in the free-
stream di rec lion . Thi sketch dead .," illu trate how the 
ce nter of the Yortex heet behind 10\\'-a pect-ratio wing ex-
t.ends dO'I\"J1 tream in nearly the dircction of the extcnded 
chord plane, wh ile the yortex cores exte nd downstream in 
nearly the d irection of the free str eam. 8imilar calcula tion 
have been made recentl:v for \\'ing-body combina tion and 
a re reported in reference ] 4 b:\- R ogel' . 
A num erical calculation 2 ha been carri ed ou t for the ca e 
of a cruciform wing having foUl' id enti cal panels at equal 
angles of attac k and s ideslip (¢ = 45°) . In thi calculation , 
the YOltex heel, trailing from a h of th I ur pan 1 i r-
placed by ] 0 di crete vorti ces of equal tl'ength distributed 
in such a fashion tha t the area under each tep of the approxi-
mate ci rculation listribution i equal to that under the co]'-
respond ing portion of the elli ptic curve r epre enting the 
given circulation di tribution . Wi th the st}' ngth an d po-
si tions of the yort ices thus determin ed, the velocity com-
, '['he actual computations werc done under the sUPc'Tision of Mr, Stewart M. Crandall of 
the Electronic ~1achine Computing Dranch of the Amcs Aeronautica l Laboratory. 
.!1 CL • = OI4°-rf_'-=--=--=--=--_-_-_-. + ---b A . · r 
x 
FiGURE 10.- bape of \'ortex heet for plane wing with ell iptic circulation distribution. 
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pon nL at the position of each vortex arc compu ted using 
equation (3 1) and (32) and the change in the po ition of th 
vortices with a small increa e of t.he distan ce from the win o-
is determin ed u ing equation (33 ). This proces is then re-
peated u ing the new vor tex positions. iuce the entiTe 
t railing vortex system is symmetrical about a line in clined 
a t 45° to the xyz coordinate system the re ults are expressed 
in terms of the xy' z' coordinate system described earlier 
with the angle of bank cp set equal to 45°. With the po i-
tions of th e vortices given in thi y tern , it is necessary to 
specify Lhe coordinate of onl~' half the vortices, since the 
tr ngLhs and location of the r emainder are ju t tho e of 
mirror images about y' = 0 ; that i , with the vortices num-
bered from 1 through 40 a indicated in figure 11 , voriex 
20+i i the image of vortex i and the following r elations 
hold between the two vorti ce . 
ince the force component in the direction of the y' axis, or 
the ide force Y' , vanishes, the force component in the direc-
t ion of the z' axis, or the lift L' , is qual to the res ultant 
lateral force, thus 
or, in coefficient form 
L' -CL ' = -& =.,j2CL q H 
ince it follow , furthermore, from equation (17 ) that 
a'= .. / a2+f32={2a 
we have 
for cruciform wings of equal pan. 
(45) 
(46 ) 
(47) 
(48) 
The result of the calculations are given Jl1 three forms. 
A highly abridged illustration of th l'e ults i given in figure 
12, a more omplete serie of illu tration is provided in figure 
F I G R E ll.- )lumbering y tem for 40-vortex calcul ations. 
13, and a complete Ii Ling of the numerical re ults i given 
in table 1. In order to facilita te the fairin g ncar th e pla ne of 
symmetry of the curves repre en ting the vortex wake, the 
position of the point lying in the plane of symmetr.v was cal-
culated at eaeh down tream station. In keeping with the 
r emainder of the presen t analy is, the above res ults arc given 
in t erms of body axe . Additional reference mark arc hown 
on the graphical presentation , however, to indicate th e po i-
tion of a line in the free-stream direction pa sino- through the 
trailing edge of the wing roo t. In figure 12, this line i shown 
a a solid line lighter in weight than the axes. In figure 13, 
it po ition is indicated by a small circle on the z' axi . A 
can be seen from examination of the results, th.e e calcula-
tions were carried forth fo r dis tan ces behind the wing Lip to 
approximately an (A /OL' )(b/c) of unity. The rolling up of 
the vortex sheet i clearly evident and has proo-re cd to a 
ubstantial extent at the mo t r eanvar l station. Attention 
is called to the fact that this distance i mu ch greater than 
that indicated by Kad en ' formula for the dis lance to roll 
up and tha t the rollin a up of the vortex heets pro eeds a t a 
mu eh lower rate th.an indicated by the c relation . The 
same conchl ions follow from an examination of the pl anar 
case . 
A second prominent feature of the vortex wak e of cru ci-
form wings at 45° bank concern the tend ency of th vortice 
from the upper wing panels to incline downward toward 
those from the lower wing panel , and eventually t.o pas 
between them. AlLhOLiah the pre ent calculation weI' no t 
arried on to sufficien tly large di tan ce from the wing to 
display this phenomenon fully, the rcsulLs do confirm the 
conclusions of reference 15 that this "leapfrog" eli tance i 
much greater than the eli tan ce indicated by Kaden ' formula 
for rolling up of the vortex heet. An important con e-
qu ence of the difference in these distan ces i t.ha t the full 
details of the rolling up need not be considered in th e analy i 
of the slower leapfrog phenomenon . Thus, if the propertie 
of a continuou vortex system are to be ascer tain ed b.\' con-
idering the propertie of a sy tem comprised of a finit e 
number of di crete vorti ces, a great many vortice are 
necessary to trace the course of the rollin o- up, wherea a 
satisfactory mod el for t udying the leapfrog characteri tie 
may often be had by using only one vortex pel' wing panel. 
ANALYTICAL R ESULTS (4 VORTICES) 
I t is apparent from th e preceding discllssion that a very 
large number of discrete vortices must be included to give 
an adequate r epresentation of the vortex ystem ncar the 
wing. At greater distan ce from the win o- where th e vortex 
sh eets are substantially rolled up, it appear pIau ibl e that 
the analysis an be implified, while till relaining the 
es ential featU1'e , by assuming that the vortex heet are 
fully rolled up into foUl' vortex line (on e from each wing 
panel). This implificatioD is analogou to th e u e of a 
vortex pair for calculating the induced flow fi eld at great 
eli tances behind a lifting planar wing. 
In contrast to the case of the plane wing for which tbe 
vortex sheet rolls up into two vortex line that, at great 
distance behind the wing, are simply straight lines inclined 
at a small angle from the free-stream direc tion, the analogou 
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FIGURE 12.- Shape of vortex hect for cruciform wing at 45° bank with e ll iptic ci rculation di t ribution. 
problem for cruciform wings i necessarily more complicated. 
In tead of two rolled-up vorti ce , there are now four and 
their induced effeets upon one another arc uch that the 
curves de cribed by the vortex line are quite intricate. 
The implification introduced by diminishing the num bel' of 
vortice from 40, say, to 4, however, is particularly important 
since it permit the lise of analytical method instead of the 
numerical procedures described in the preceding section . 
The fir t step in the developmen t of thi analysi is to 
select the trengths and locations of th e foUl' vortices used to 
repre cnt the actual vortex sheet at the wing trailing edge. 
ince it is a umed that all of the vorticity from each wing 
panel roll up into a single ,ortex, it appear natUl'al to con-
sider that each vortex i of strength equal to the circulation 
around the corresponding wing panel and i ituated later-
ally, at the trailing-edge tation, at the position of the cen-
troid of vorticity of the vortex sheet it replace. It i further 
as urn d that the strength of each vortex is con tant along it 
length, but that its lateral position changes with x in accord-
ance w-ith the velocitie induced by the other tiu'ee vortices. 
Although coincidence of the lateral position of each of the 
four discrete vortices of the simplified model and the centroid 
of vorticity of each of the actual vortex sheets is a sUl'ed at 
only the trailing edge of the wing, it is tacitly a sumed tha 
the two sets of location are sufficiently near to be inter-
changeable for most practical purpose. The accuracy of 
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thi assumption , whi ch ha a ll'ead.,- been demon trated [or 
planaI' wings in r eference 1, " ,ill I e lisc us ed at til end of t hC' 
pre ent e tion . 
Determination of vortex paths for 45° bank.- In reference 
15 an analysis \ms ca1'1'i ed out in whi h equation were 
developed for the paths of foul' rectilinear vortice which 
tal' t in a ,\'mmetl'ical a rrangem ent a hown in figure 14 a 
In t hat papC'r, th e anal,\- i \Va appli ed to the calculation of 
the paths of four yortice repre enting the wake behind an 
equ al-span cru ci fo l'm wing at 45 ° bank. It is necessar,\' to 
reinve t igate thi application, howe\-e l', because the Yortex 
po itions at the t railing edo-e were calculated from t he s pan 
loading, since it was not l'ecoo-nizeci that the circulation 
di t ribu Lion and span loading were d iO·eren t . Th e pre ent 
anal,\- i . upel'sede the part of reference 15 dealin g with t he 
application to the cruciform wing. Th e l'e ults will b e gi ve n 
here in te rms of th e bod)' axe J.·y' z' defined earlier. From 
the anal)' is of refe rence 15 it i found that if t he 4 vo r t ice 
are of equal str eno-th, the projection of the path of vo rtex 1 
on the y' z' plane i given by (if 0 < 4) 
Yo' = valu e of y/ at 
wing trailing edge 
. ? 
m- CPo 
R2_ (Yo'-D2 
RZ 
(49) 
1 
0= '( ') Y..E.... 1-Y..E.... 
f f 
2 
d=distance behind 
wing trailing edge 
E') ( , f)2 
-- YI -2 
R2 
ancl t h e ubscripts 1 and 2 rcfC' r to the vor tex number 
indicale 1 in figu re 14 . The ,\'mbol a' repr e enl the angle 
of attack in th e xy' 2 ' coordin a te ysLem and is the a ngle 
between the .J; axi and Lhe frees lream ciirection. 
The value of y~J, and 0 a rc Lo be determined from t he 
panwise dis tribu tion of circulation r. For th e ca e of all 
eq ual- pan t ri angular cruciform wing banked 45 °, the r 
di tribution is identical on both compon ent wings and , fl 
howil in eq uat ions (34) a nd (:35 ), i elliptic. H ence, th e 
foul' vortex li nes replacing the vo rt ex sh ee t are all of eq ua l 
s trength and mLl t be placed at the come t' of a quare in 
thC' plane of the trailing edo-e. T hus the ini t ial value of 
Yl' and Y2' mu t be eq ual a nd t he lateral po ilion of the 
centroid of vor t ices 1 a nd 2 i givC' n b,\' the ayerao'c of th eir 
y' coordina Les. That is, 
3 The motion of 2n \'ortices were trea ted by robli ( \ "icrtcljahl'schrift de l" naturrorschcndcn 
Gescllscha[t in ZUl'ich, \'01. 22 (1877), 3i -S! , !2\)-16i). ITo\\'cvcr, bis result [or the case o[ 
interest hcre is incorrect. 
41 336-57--3 
~ I 
----------------------+----------------------y' 
4 C!." ~ 2 
Plane of symmetry 
FIG URE l-!. - Foul' vortices in xy'ZI system rep lacing wakc behind 
qual-span cru ciform wing at 45° bank. 
, yt' +Y2' 
yc 2 f yo' 2 (50) 
a nd therefor e 0 = 2. Furthermore, ince the fout' vo rtices 
a re to be place 1 at the centroid of vorticily from each of 
lhe four equal- pan panel , one can immediatcl.\- w1'il e, for 
th C' elliptic circula tion di tribu t ion and 45° bank, 
(51) 
:N 0'1\', ince the impulsC' in Lhe ~ , direction of the foul' Yodice 
tra iling behind the cruciform wing mu i be eq ual to lhe 
resultan t force in Lhe z' clil'C'ction, one can \\'rit C' 
') r ~ r-1 CT 2SC' ~p ",u", ro . - 2 P", '" L (52) 
o lhat 
(53) 
where and A a re Lh e area a nd aspect ratio of one component 
win o-. Thu , all the nece aIy con tanls h aye been oblained 
for equalion (49 ) 0 that , upon evaluat ion of the r eq uired 
elliptic funct ion , it become 
z t' 2 [ ~ (1)] si n CPI ( ) a'd 7 ='3 1.46r5-E '2' CPI + I 1. ? '0 CPI + , 3 + 7 4-y 1-4 sm- CPI 
(54) 
a nd it i noted lha l CPI increase po itiyely from it initial 
valu e CPo= 7rJ2 at the wing Lrail ing edge. 
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III r('[l' rl' IlCC 15 it \\·a ' 11 0 '1" 11 that th e path o f Yort ex 2 
call be obtain ed from th at of Yort ex b.'· tIll' u l' of th c 
express ion for th e J'l'latiYC pl1ths 
(55) 
so that (s illce 0 = 2) 
(56) 
:-iimihl. rly. \\·ith the use o f l'CJ uatiolls (50 ) to (5:3 ) , th e exp rC's-
sioll gin'lI in rderellc (' 1;j for di s tan cc behilld the \\·illg 
(57) 
reduces to 
(5 ) 
so that tllt' paths of Yortin' I and2 a re co mplete l.'· ddim'd h.'· 
eqll<ttion s (50 ), (54 ), (:)6 ), alld (.') ) a nd the pat h of 1"0rl iN's 
:3 and -± an' found by s.,·mm et r.,·. Th e leapfrog di t all("(" 
\\"hi c11 is defin ed h.l· the cO IlC/itioll 7 1' =Z2' , is obtailled b.,· c[-
t illg <p,=7f . The las t term in the brach,ted C'xpn' iOIl aboYl' 
thell Yalli shc's and tll(' di t,lllCe d[. can bc exp re l'd , a ft el" 
l" ·,l1Ll<1ti o ll of th e IH'ces 1.11'.1· e llipti c [unctioll . as 
dr[.=~ /,0 .0 34) 
. [. 
(:)9) 
(60) 
Solt, that thi relatioll h as exact ly th e form of eq uat ioll (41 ) 
,1nd is independent of pla n form. 
Comparison with results of 40-vortex calculation.- lt i 
eyidl'nt th at at Yer.,· largl' di sta nces behi nd th e willg tlll' ('ell-
tro id of th(' Yo r t ieit.,· sh ed f rom ('ach panel mu t li (' \\·ithi ll 
the roll('d-up Yort('x co res. U l' ll ce, th e probll'm of dl'[Nmill-
ing the posit ions of th e ro lled-up yortice is ('s ('ntiall~ · th at 01 
det('rmin ing th c positioll of th e cen troids o[ Yorti c it.'· a t di -
tancc g rea tN th a ll t h e rol ling-up eli t a nce behind t h e wi llg. 
If thi i to be dOlle b.,· u in g fou r Yor-tex lin e lc'aying [JH' 
t m il i ng edge at the ee n t ro id-of-Yor t ici t .l· po i tions. th en t11(' 
as umpt ion mu t he mad(' th at th e positiolls of tll (' four 
vo rtice a d('tNmin ('d b.'· ('quat ion (50 ), (54 ) , (56 ), a nd (5 ) 
co incid (' wi th th e po it ions of th e ce ntroid of Yorticit .,· at all 
eli tallce behind the ,\"in g . This a s umption h a,s th erefore 
heen m a cl (' in th (' abovl' a nalys is. In orcil' r to invl'st igate 
tlw val idity o f this ass umption for 45 ° balIk, co mpa rison 
h an' been m a d (' at yarious d is ta llces behind th e lVing be-
t \\·ee ll th(' Yo rt ('x po it ions g iycn b.l· th (' pre ent 4-vort ex 
a nal.'· i a llel Ill(' cent roid-of-yo rticity positions obtained 
[rom th(' 40-\'ortex lIumerical calc ul a tion of th e preceding 
cctioll. Th e la llN po ilioll \\·e re calc'ulated accorciing to th e 
relations 
,_ ~y/r i . 
Yc - '~r ' ~ i (61 ) 
[01' lh e v orl ex sh eet from each 'ring pam'), a llcl tll('S(' pos itio n 
a J'e tabulated in la bl(' II a n 1 indi ca ted o n th e plo t of ngmc 
J:3 b.l· th e ,I·mbol c us lom a ril.,· used [0 1' th e ce lll l' l'-of-grayity 
po it ion. Th l' fHe t th at the ce ntJ'oid-of-Yo l'ti c it .'· posit ion 
become i nd ical i n' o[ th l' YOl' tex-col'e pos i t iOIl 0111.,· afte J' th e 
Y01't ex cor es a 1'(' \\·ell dewlo pecl is clearly iJi u tJ'ated b~· th e 
(,(,lIt l'oid-o [-'·oJ'tic il .,· po ition of figul'(, I :3 . On th e other 
h a lld , tlIl' com peni 011 11 0\\"11 in figul'l' 15 of tIl(' cell tl'oi l-of-
\"orticit ,l" posit ions fo l' the 4- <wel tIl(' 40- ,·ortex app roxima-
t ions indi cate that thl' agJ'eement is remarkabl~' good for all 
distances b(' hincl t he wing. It can t herc!'ol'e be con cluded 
that the \"ortex positions obtain ed in t he pre (' n t 4-vortex 
a nal) i f uroi 1I good approx imat ions to the po itions of th e 
, ·o r tex cOJ'e at di stanc(' bchind the \\·ing at which t he 
I'olling-u p process is e s('n t iall.'" completed . 
Determination of initial slopes of vortex paths for all bank 
angles,·-Th(' analyl ical method of thl' pr(' ('Ill eclion is 
J'es t ri ct(' ci to an angle of ba nk of 45° inasmuch ,1 a olu tion 
,nlS obta in ed b.,· ll1<1king u e of s,nnmet1'.'" co ns id eration . . 
ForothNangl('s ofbank , it iscloubtful t hat ac lo cd anal,,"tical 
solu t ion cou ld bl' o b tc1in cci 1'0 1' t hc paths of ('" 'n the s im ple 
4-vo r t('x mock !. It is a imple mattcl', hOIl·C"cr, to lI·r i t 
a naly tica l ('x pJ'e s io ns for the initial s lopes o f the 4 vortex 
lin es at t he lI"i ng t ra il i ng edge ; and i t i po i hl(' to ,n'i t e 
C0 1Tl'Spo ncling exp l'e s ion, for t he initia l lopes of the path 
dc, cri b ed b,' " the ce n troid of " ortic it," o f the fla t vOJ'tex 
heet lea " ing th(' t railing eclge. In th is '\"a,", onc can ga in 
some ici ea of \\·h('t llel' thc 4-,'o r t('x approximation might be 
a good one fo r othl' r angks o f bank. It lI' ill be co nveni ent 
he re to return to th(' .f?JZ body axes l.,·ing in the plane of t he 
,,·ing paIwl. In t hi coo rdin ate s,Ystem it become" clea r that 
t he y and Z compo n(' n t of the lopes of the vortices from 
op posing panel a rc eq ual. Thu , equatio n (31) th rough 
(33 ) r('( lucC' for th(' 4- ' ·o r tl'X mocll'l to 
(62) 
(clzz) (clZ3 ) r 0 /1 d3' d ~ 0 = dJ' d~ 0 = 0: - 7f2[ ' ", 8 0 
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FrGl' HB 16,- Init inl po~ itioll~ o r rOllr \'o rliccs ill ,ry z coord ill ate systc m, 
Il"Itere t il (' s llbscripts 1 th rougil 4 rder to tile , 'ortices num-
bered as SilO\l'11 in figure 16, l1nd r Of( and r Oil rder to t il l' 
maximum circula t ions of the horizontal- anel w rtical-wing 
compone'nts, respectinl)' , ince the latter quantities a rc 
related to thl' angle of attack and the angle of sid es lip acco rd-
ing to 
(6:3) 
th e ('x prl'ss iolls of (' ctuation (G2 ) ca n he relHitten as foll ows: 
(64) 
(d!h) = (dY3) =fJ[-l + _') _] d:r cI~o dx lI~o 7r 2( 1+;::) 
~2 =....:::..:! = D' l -~ ((1-) (d M ) ( 'J ) 
d:t cI~o dJ' (/ ~ O 7r 2 
Determination of initial slopes of centroids of vorticity of 
the vortex sheets for all bank angles,- For com pari on " ' ith 
tlte abo l'(' 4-,'ortex approximation, co nsid er no\\' t he initial 
slop es of the paths clescribed b~' tile cc ntroids of th(' , 'ort ici ty 
tra iling from eael l p a nel of tile C'l'uciform \I' ing, Inasllluch 
a t he sin g ul arities at t he edgcs of the \I'a ke co nt rib ute 
ubsta n tially to th e slope' of t hese pat h , and co nditi ons 
in the imm ediate yicinit," of s uch ing ularitil's ar(' difficult 
to investigate directly, n control-surface t,\'pe of analysis 
will be uscd, ,\ s \I' ill beco111e el' id ent on reading, t il l' a nal, 's is 
bea r, many features of resemblan ce to t hat ('mplo,I'pd ill th (' 
FIG l ' nE li,- \, o rtl'x wak c and c,d ind rical cOlltrol Rurrace C, 
calcu lation of force on tile leading edge of thin '\'lng 
To tart, con ider that portion of the trail ing-vortex ystem 
contain ed betwee n t \l'O parallel pl ane normal to the J ' 
ax is and d,)' apart, and in ide an arbitrar,'- c)'linclrical urface 
o having ge nerato rs parallel to the ~; axis, a il1u t rated in 
fio'ure 17, Th e Y and z coordinate of th e centroid of vor-
ticit)- of th e enclo cd portion of the vortex s)'stem arc gi" en 
h~-
(65) 
\I'here Yt and ZI arc t he coordinate of a vortex haying 
strength r ;, and the ummatio ns a rc c, ' tended oycr all 
"ortices extc nding t hroug h the pla na r end of the co ntrol 
surface, ince the slope of each Yortcx filamcn t arc ginn, 
acco rding to eq uation (3 1) th rough (:33), b)-
dZt W tu + W tr W i 
d.l.' 2Coo C oo 
the lopes of th l' path of the centroid of vorticit~- ar(' 
dzc ~>Wj r i 
d,r =coo ~r t 
(66) 
(67) 
~O\l', an important consequencc of the fact that the flo \l' 
in the "icinit," of the wa ke i gon l'llcc1 by Laplace' equation, 
that is, b," equation (5), i that the velocitie at an)- s tation 
arc the same wh ether the yortices at that Lation arc free or 
fixed, This lHea.n s that 
In co ntra t to the force-free state of the actual trailing-
vortex ,I's tem, the fixed-yortex ,,'stem ustain forc(,s 
gi '-en b)' 
dL j= poov jr jd,J' (69) 
(70) 
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ill total. Combining equations (67 ) and (70) yield th e 
following relations : 
dYe dL dZe dY (71 ) p", U ", ~r .idx' -=- p ",U", ~ridx dx dx 
H ence, the lopes of the lines connecting the centl'oid-of-
vorticity po itions of the free-vortex sy tem can be deter-
mined from the forces on the fLxed-vortex system. 
The total forces dY and dL on the fixed system can be 
determined by applying momentum methods to the control 
surface shown in figLU'e 17. Thi calculation is simplified 
by the fact that the presslU"e and How of momentum 
through the plane faces exactly counterbalance, leavinO' 
only the contributions from the contour C. Thu 
dY 1 J' } - =- pdz-p", v(vdz-w dy) dx c c 
~~= IePdy+ p", Ie w(wdy-v dz) 
(72) 
where the integrals are to be taken in the counterclockwise 
en e and the preSSlU"e p is related to the velocity com-
ponents according to equations (10), (3 1), and (32) , that i 
p= p", -p",U '" ('Px+CX'f'.- {3'PV)- p; ('1'/+ '1'.2) } 
(73) 
= p", - Pal ) ", 'Px+ P2'" U '" 2 (a2+ {32)- P; (V2+W2) 
Now, p "" a , and (3 are constants and contribute nothing to 
the integral of equation (72) when integrated around the 
contolU", and 'Px is zero because the vortices are fixed. H ence, 
equation (72) can be rewritten as follows: 
(74) 
Finally, on substitution of equation (74) into equation (71 ), 
we have the following relations between the slopes of the 
path of the centroid of vorticity and the velocity compo-
nent v and w which ex! t at the location of the cylindrical 
control mface O. 
where 
(76) 
The above results will no'" be applied to the calculation of 
the initial slopes of the path of the centroid of the vorticity 
trailing from the wing panel which extend along the po itive 
y axis. In keeping with the notation of figure 16, this panel 
will be designated with the number 2. If the control surface 
C is selected a shown in figlU"e 18, the integral of equations 
(75 ) and (76 ) can be divided into three parts. 
4 
Z 
I 
I , 
FIGURE 18.- Components of selected control surface. 
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FIGURE 19.-Polar coordinate near edge of wake. 
The contributions of part a can be written directly, and that 
of part b can be evaluated by considering the a ymptotic 
form of the velocities in the vicinity of the edge of the wake 
to be the same as that of the velocities around the edge of a 
flat plate; that is, 
v= -.!!:... sin ~. w=.!!:... co w 
p 2' p 2 
(77) 
where p and ware polar coordinate, with origin at the euge 
of the wake as indicated in figme 19, and J.L is a constant. 
The contribution of part c is zero because dy is zero, (l z 
approaches zero, and the velocitie are nonsingular there. 
Upon carrying out the neces ary operations, one find s that 
the slopes of the path of the centroid of vorticity immediately 
behind the wing are 
( dYe.) 1 J:80 - dr } - - - -- v-dy dx d=O- U ", r Oll 0 dy 
(78) 
( dZ
C2) 1 [f80 dr J 
- = -- -w-dY+J.L27r dx d=o U ", rOfl 0 dy 
The velocity components v and w can in turn be expre ed 
io term of the circulation distribution at the trailing edge 
by employll1g equation (3 1) and (32) . The circulation 
distribution on both the horizontal- and ver tical-wing com-
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ponen ts are ell iptic, according to equation s (34) and (35) . 
H ence, 
(79) 
It also follows from equation (76) and (77) that 
[' Is;, }J. = ooa -Y "2 ( 0) 
and therefore 
For cruci form 'wing haying horizontal and wrtical com-
ponen ls of equal span , that i ,c 0= to, the relat ion of eq ua t ion 
( 1) reduce to 
( dycz) = -0.599{3; (dZcz) = 0.7 5a ( 2) dx d=o dx d = o 
The e results also appl." to the initial slope of the path of 
the centroid of th e vorticity trailing from panel 3. The 
COlTe ponding exp)"c sions for panel 1, andlikewi e panel 4, 
can be found by the propel' interchange of quantities and 
are 
The e I'e ults may be compared with the corresponding 
value for the inital slope of the vortex lines of the 4-yortex 
approxima tion to the wake of an eq ual-span cruciform wi ng 
by ub ti t uting o= to into the relat ions of equation (64 ). 
( dYl ) = -0.797{3; (dZI ) = 0.595a ( 4) dx d = o dx d = o 
( ddYZ) = -0.595{3; (ddZ'z) = 0.797a ( 5) x d = o X d = o 
It can be een by comparing the results of the immediately 
preceding equation tha t the initial slopes of the individual 
Yort<'x line of the 4-vortex model are very nearly the same 
a th e initial slopes of the paths of lhe centroid of vorticit.r 
of the corresponding portions of the con tinuous vortex sheet. 
Tlli conclusion serves as a fir t indication that the 4-vortex 
modrl may b c as ati sfactor~' for determining the po ition 
of the rolled-up vortex cores at great distance from the wi ng 
for all allgle of bank a was demon strated for 45° bank III 
figure 13 and 15 . 
W A TER-TANK EXPERIMENTS 
Experiments were conducted in a water tank for the 
purpose of observing vi uall." the vortex path calculated 
in the foregoing analy i . Photographs were obtained of 
the wake a variou distances behind a cru ci form wing b.\' 
plunging a model vC'rticall.\' into the waler at uniform speed 
and photographing the water surface fJ'om above wi th a 
moving-picture camera. The trace of the wake were made 
visible by appl."ing fine aluminum powd er to the win g trail ing 
edge. The models te te I \\'e re triangular flatplate , ing 
of a pect ratio 2. 
Abridged se J'i es of pho tographs are presented for angles 
of bank of 0° (plane lI"ing) and 45° in figure 20 and 21 , 
res pect ivel:,' . The latte r results a re sholl'n for distances up 
to the leapfrog di ta nce dL behind th e wing, and mea Ul"e-
( 1) 
ment of this distan ce lI" ere obtained by m ean of a tape 
which moved with the model and recorded on the film the 
distance between the wing trailing edge and the water 
surface. The results of sucb observation at varioll angles 
of attack arc presented in figure 22 and compared with the 
4-vortex calculation of equation (60). The ao-reement i 
see n to be quite sati factor.,- except pos ibly at the very high 
lift coefficients. The lift coefficients for the experimental 
points were calculated f rom equation (48). 
Because of the per i tence of the vortex h eets con necting 
the vortex cores ( ee figs. 13 and 20 ), the 4-vortex approxi-
mation may not yield accurate vortex path at di tance 
behind the wing greater than about dL since the heet may 
upset the periodic nature of the predicted path. The 4-
vortex approximation likewise cannot be expected to give 
the vortex core po itions accLU'ately at di tance behind 
the wing at which the vortex heets are only partially rolled 
up since there the positions of the centroid of vorticity 
do not correspond to the vortex core , as di cu sed pre-
viously in connection with figW"e 13. 
LIFT ON A TAIL IN A NONUNIFORM 
DOWNW ASH FIELD 
Once the vortex po it ions at the tail s tation are known 
through calculations imilar to tho e de cribed in the pre-
ceding sections, or b.,' other means, the as ociated down-
wash and sidewa h field and the lift and ide force on the 
tail can be determined b~' direct calculation. The deter-
mination of the lateral ve locities can be accomplished by 
ubstituting the known strengths and po itions of the vortice 
into equatio ns (3 1) and (32) and integra ting (or umming in 
the case of a discrete vortex approximation ). This problem 
is exactly the arne as the clas ical problem of determining 
the incompres ible flow fi eld associated with a di tribution 
of rectilinear vortices, and several alternative method are 
available for obtaining the olution. 
The determination of the lift and ide force on a tail 
in a nonuniform dow'nll"ash field of known structure i the 
remaining task necessary to complete the calculation of uch 
quantities as the lift and center of pres ure of a wing-ta il 
system. Although the solu tion of thi problem is often 
approximated b.\' the introduction of additional as umption 
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(a) d/b= 0.09. 
(c) d/b= 0.60. 
(e) d/b= 1.45. 
(b) d/b= 0.35. 
(d) d/b= 0.89. 
(f) d/b= 1.80. 
F IGU R E 20.- Photographs of t he wake at va riou di tance b hind a 
t raingular plane wing (or cruci form wing at 4>= 0) of aspect ratio 2 ; 
a =20°. 
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(a) cl/ b= 0.1 I. 
(b) cl/ b= 0.33. 
(c) cl/ b= 0 .61. 
(d ) cl/ b= 0.94. 
(e) cl/ b= 1.3 . 
(f) cl/b= 1.79 . 
F I GU R E 21.- Photographs of t he wake at vari ous di tances behind an 
equal-span t riangu lar cruci form wing of a pect ratio 2; <1> = 45°, 
",' = 17° . 
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(O') d/b= 2.24. 
(h) d/b= 2.83. 
(k ) d/b= 4.81. 
FIGUR E 2J.- Concluded. 
(i) d/b= 3.65. 
(j) d/b= 4. 26. 
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12 I I / - 4-Vartex calculation (Eq.60) o Experiment (water tank) 
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FI G · RE 22.- Compari san of t heary and experiment far Ir apfrag 
di sta nce behind equal-span crucifarm wing (ci> = 45°) . 
uch as str ip theor.,", etc. , the exact linear-theory solutio n 
can be obtain ed by usc of reciprocal theorem. Thi has 
already been demonstrated in referellce 16 and e]se,,·here 
for the ca e wh ere the tail is a planar urface of ufFicien tly 
high a peet ratio that the li nea r pressure-ve locit.," rdat ion 
ca n be used. The following disc us ion will be concerned with 
the ci eriy ation of the CO lT(' ponding relationship that is 
consis ten t ""ith the formulation of lend er-bod.\' theor. 
ummarized in thenr t eclioll of th e present anal~"s i for 
the lift of a lo""-a pect-rat io cruciform wing having flat-
plate wing panels. Thi a im \yill be accompl i hed b~" con-
ideri ng cerlai n p roperties a ociated wi th a eco nd cruci form 
,,·ing identical to the fir t , but imme!" ed in a uniform flow 
field streamilw in the opposite direction lo th at about the 
fir t ,,"ing, as illu trated in figure 2:3. Inasmu ch as 
wing 1 i imm.e r eel in a nonun iform Aow field , the local or 
effective angle of attac k and ide lip;; and 13 are variable, 
that i 
- ( ) WI (lOz) I } (XI :r,,!! =u=(XI+r 
'" '" 
- VI (lO y) I 
f31 (.i' ,z)= - U=f3I- r 
'" '" 
( 6) 
where (XI and f31 represent the geomet ri c angle of attack 
and side lip , and (IOY) l and (lOz) 1 repre ent the additional 
lateral veloc ity component in duced, ay, by the vortex 
s~r tern t ra ilin g from a wing 0111.e ll7h e1"e upsLream . In order 
to express the lift 011 willg 1 in terms of imple propertie of 
the flow about wing 2, it i necessary t ilat wing 2 be at zero 
s id e li p , thll 
( 7) 
The proper reciprocal relation for u e ,,"ith multiplanar 
system is given in r eference 16 and is 
whe re the area of Lhe ill tegration ~ extends over both ide 
of all " "ing surface, Vn i the component of the p erturba tion 
velocity normal to and directed away from the surface , and 
the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to condi tion on wings 1 and 2. 
Sin ce, for win g having no thickne s, V" i equal and oppo ite 
on the two ides of its surface, and is furthermore prop 1'-
tional to a on wing component H and to 13 on wing componrn t 
V , equation (8 ) can be rewritten as foll o" 's: 
f f 6.Ul-2dx dy + f f 6.t£I~2dx dz 
I~ 11 
= f f 6.u2a1d,t dy + f f 6.u2~ldx dz ( 9) 
Ii V 
Here 6.u r efers Lo the differen ce in U on the two ide of any 
surface and the ub cript Ii and V indicate that the inte-
u~ 
-----=~" 
FIGURE 23.-Crllcifarm wing in farward and rever c flaw. 
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grals al e to be carried over wings H and V , respectively . 
In the presen t ca e, simplifi cation occur no only because 
a 2= const. , an 1 ~2= 0 , bu t al 0 becau e it follow th refrom 
tha t t.U2= 0 on wing V. Th u equa tion (89) r educe to 
a2 J J t.uldS = J J t.u2alcl (90) 
H H 
N ow if the in iegral on the left, side of equation (90) is r -
wri tten in ierm of cp and integra ted wi th r esp ect to x, that i 
(91) 
where the ub cr ip t TE refer to the v alues of t. cp) at the 
trailing edge , and if equation (26) i recalled for the lift 
incl uding the effect of the nonlinear term in the pre sure-
velocit · relation of equa tion (10), 
L = p",U", J_~:oE1 CPTt.<ly (26) 
eqnat ion (90) become 
L l= p",U ", jJ (t.a~2)alclx dy (92) 
H 
In many problem /Xl varie only lowly with x. If it i 
a umed that ~l i actually independen t of x, equation (92) 
can be impli fi ed in the following manner : 
(93) 
Ina much as wing 2 in rever e flo w is composed of flat-plate 
elemen t and is at zero ideslip, the circulation distribu tion 
at the tra iling edge E1 CPTE is proportional to the span loadin g 
l and equa ti on (93) can be rewritten a 
(94) 
It is illtere t ing to observe that this expres ion i iden t icnl in 
form wi th that obtain ed in refrl'ence 16 for planar systems 
of sufficiently h igh aspect ra tio that the linear pressure-
velocit . relation ean be used . It is important to remember, 
however, tha t the presen t application requires the win CT in 
reverse fl ow to be a t zero sidesli p, whereas the an alys is of 
reference 16 requires the wing in reverse flow to be at the 
same angle of ideslip as the wing in forward flow . 
It i eviden t that equa tion (94) can be applied in everal 
differen t wa~·s. One can cOInpu te the total (X ) induced by 
the vor tice at the ta il station , mult iply by Ma2, and integrate 
by either an aly tical, numerical , or graphical means; or one 
can determine a general formula for the li ft due to a ingle 
vortex and superpose the lift contribu tions of all the vortice 
The latter method i of par ticular u tili ty where the l2 di -
tribution is of a common form, uch as elliptic. This ca e, 
whi ch includes all low-aspect-ra tio fl at-plate wings having 
FI GURE 24.- r ucifo rm wing in the presence of a ingJe vortex. 
plan forms such that no part of the trailing edge lie forward 
of the tation of m a}'-imum pan , has already been treated in 
refer ence 16 but will be inclucled here for the sake of complete-
ness . Thu , con ider the problem of determining the lift on 
a low-aspect-ra tio cruciform wing at zero geometric angle of 
attack r esulting from the pre ence of an infini te line vortex of 
strength r passing t]u'ough the point y= T/ and z= rand 
extending parallel to the x axi a shown in figure 24. The 
wing panels will be con idered to have such plan forms that 
Lhe pan loading i elliptic when the wing is in fli CTh in the 
rever e direcLion at 7.erO sideslip . Thus, equation (34) 
yield for the win g in r ever e flow 
(95) 
/X2 
The effective angle of attack of the wing in forward flow is 
(96) 
ubstitu tion of equation (95) and (96) in to equation (93) 
or (94) y ields the following formula for the lift: 
The lif t on a wing in the vicini ty of a num ber of uch vor tice 
can be found by superpo ition . The resul t 0 calculated 
applies to the win g when the geometri c angle of attack /X) i 
zero. If /X) i no t zero , an addi tional contribu tion must be 
included \\-hich i ju t the lift on the wing in the ab nce of 
all adjaccn t vor tices. Fo r the pre en t class of plan form , 
this con tribu t ion t.L ) can be calculated by direct application 
of equation (22), that i , 
(9 ) 
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The above 1'e ul t may be contrasted with that of strip 
theory in which each ection of the wing is assumed to act a 
though it were in two-dimen ional flow at an angle of attack 
aj. The latter a sumption resul ts in a relation for li ft of a 
wing in a nonuniform flm", fi eld which r esembles eq uation 
(94), except that the span loading l2/,a2 is replaced wi th a 
function propor tional to the local chord . Inasmuch a l2 is 
n ot proportional , in general , to the local chord, it i evident 
that the use of trip theory will u ually result in error . 
CONCLUDING REM ARK S 
everal facets of the aerodynamics of slender Cl'u ciform-
wing and tail interference problems have been investigated 
in the foregoing discussions. Formulas are given for the 
computation of the loading and integrated forces on cruci-
form wings and for the determination of the lift on a tail in 
an arbitrary, but known, down wash field. The principal 
difficuJ ty in wing-tail interference problem resides in the de-
termina tion of the flow field at the tail tation and terns from 
the fact that the trailing vortex heet roll up and deforms 
very rapidly behind low-aspect-ratio wing. One can alway 
compute the behavior of the vortex system within the frame-
work of inviscid theory, but the labor is great when a suffi-
cient number of vor tices is u ed to give adequate representa-
tion of the actual vortex sheets. In the present s tudy, re-
ults arc given of a calculation using 40 vortices, but even 
thi number proves insufficient to tudy the natUl'e of the 
vor tex pirals at large di tances behind the wing. On the 
other hand , the calculations show that at uflicient distances 
from th e wing most of the vorticity from each wing panel is 
concentrated within a ingle res tricted region , and these re-
ults bear out the a umption often made that the vortex 
sy tern can be represented by a much simpler model having 
only foul' vortices. If each vortex is assigned a tl'ength 
equal to the total circula.tion around the as ocia ted wing 
panel , and is located, at the trailing edge, at the later'al posi-
tion of the centroid of the vorticity it represent , it is shown 
tha t the lateral po ition of the fow' vortices change with dis-
tance in such a manner that they are in close accord with the 
po ition of the cen troid of vorticity of the actual vortex 
ys tem at all eli tance from the wing. Consequently, the 
lateral position of each of the foUl' vortices is in l'easonably 
good agreement with the lateral po ition of the conesponding 
vortex core at large distance from the wing, in spite of the 
fact that the 4-vortex model is clearly inadequate for repre-
enting the detail of the flow at small di tances from the 
wmg. 
Several aspects of the analysi of th behavior of vortex 
wake remain to be investigated in futUl'e studie. In th e 
first place, both the numerical study of th e 40-vortex model 
and the analy tical study of the 4-vortex model are confined to 
the case of 45° bank. Although the munerical method can 
be used for other bank angles and, of COUl' e, for simpler 
models, it doe not appear possible to ex tend the present 
analy tical m ethod to other bank angles. The numerical 
m ethod is slow and cumbersome, however , and there is need 
for other more rapid ways for calculating the form of the 
vortex ystem at the tail station. Also needed i a method 
for estimating the form of the vortex system in the intermedi-
at,e stage of roll ing up . In this ranO'e, only a part of the 
vorticity can logi cally be a umed rolled up in to the vortex 
core, the remaind er being in the relatively undeformed 
heet. A related problem exists even at great distance be-
hinel the wing where nearly all of the vorticity i concentrated 
in the vortex cores. R eplacement of the vortex cores having 
finite lateral extent with line vortices of zero diameter leads 
to very large errors in the induced velocitie at points in the 
immediate vicinity of the vortices. Ina mu ch a the energy 
method used for planar wings and clescrib d in reference 1 
cannot be applied directly to case involving banked cruci-
form wing , there exi ts a need for a method for estimating 
the size and velocity di tribution of the vortex core 0 that a 
correc tion can be applied to the 4-vortex result . T his need 
is diminished somewhat by the fact that, in many cases, the 
forces on the tail are not affected by the finite size of the 
vortex cores. This situation preva ils when ever the vor tex 
cores do not touch the tail sUl'faces. 
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APPENDIX A 
FORCES ON SLENDER PLANE- AND CRUCIFORM-WING AND BODY COMBINATIONS 
Formula are presen ted in the text of this report for the 
pre UTe an d in tegra ted force on len del' cruciform wing s 
These re ult are obtained following the procedure of 
r ference 10, but differ in that the effect of nonlinear terms 
in the pre ure-veloci t r relation arc now properly accou n Led 
for . Inasmu ch as the inclusion of these terms also alters 
Lhe pres ure on cruciform-wing-body combina ion , and 
the corrected formulas have no t been given elsewhere, they 
will be a iven briefly in this appendix'. 
The precise problem to b e d iscus ed i that of determinin g 
the load distribu tion and aerodynamic properties of slender 
cruciform-wing and body combinations inclined at mall 
angle of pitch , 1:(, and yaw, fl . T he wing-body combination 
i consider ed to consist of a slender body of revolution and 
fla t , poin ted, low-aspect-rat io wing extending along the 
con inuation of the horizontal and ver tical meridian planes 
of the body as shown in figure 1. The componen t wings 
arc designated wing H and wing V, a in the case of th e 
wing alone di cussed in the text . The plan form of wing H 
is given by y = ±s(x) and that of wing V by z= ± t(x ). 
The radiu s of the body is, in general , a fun ction of x and is 
designated by 1'= y2+z2= a(x ). Th analysis i confined 
fUTther to wing-body combinations having wing whose 
edge are leadu]a edge everywhere upstream from the base 
section . To extend the olution to other configuration s, 
further consideration mu L b given to the influ ence of the 
vor tex wake extending down tream from the trailing' edge 
of the wing. A brief eli cus ion of this problem can be 
found in reference 17. 
A de cribed in the text, the perturbation velocity poten tial 
!P i r elated to the total v elocity potential according to 
equation (I ), and sati fie the Prandtl-Glauert equation 
given in equation (2). The general olution for lender 
bodie of arbitrary cro ction i given in equa tions (3) 
through (6) . For the present cruciform -wing and body 
combination, the solu tion must ati fy the boundary condi-
tion given by equation (13) on the surface of the body of 
revolution and by equation (14) and (15) on the horizontal 
z z 
9-y ; 
'P2 
and vertical wings. Ina much as attention i confin ed to 
wing of zero thickne , the boundary condi tion on the 
wing simplify some'what because h i zero. Once !P i 
determined in thi way, the pres ure can be calcula ted 
directly by using the rela tionship given in equation (10). 
Following equation (7), the solution for!p in the vicini ty 
of the wing-body combina t ion can be wri tten as 
!P= !P2+ g(X) (AI ) 
where !P2 r epre ent the solu tion of the two-dimen ional 
Laplace equation for the pecified boundary conditions and 
g(x) i a function of x alone defined by equations (3 ) and 
(4), or explicitly by equation (8) and (9). Th fun ction 
!P2 i independen t of Mach number , all of the influence being 
confined to the funcLion g(x) . As in the ca e of the wing 
alone, !P2 can be divided into components each r epresenting 
!pz for a simpler problem . These componen t are illu trated 
chematically in figure 25. Component!pa represent the 
poten tial for two-dimen ional incompressible flow about the 
wing-body cro ection undergoing uniform tran lation in 
the direction of the negative z aJl.'is and is 
where the sign is posiLive in the upper half-plane 
and negative in the lower half-plane 71" < 8< 271". 
pression for !Pb i 
!Pb=± U: {[ (1+ ~:) 1'2 cos 28+ t2 (1+ ~:) J+ 
[1'4 (1_~)2 +4a4 co 2 28+ t 4 (1 + ~:y + 
(A2) 
2t2( 1 + ~:) ( 1 + ~:) 1'2 co 28 J~ J +U CD fly (A3) 
z 
cb 
C0 
+ 
)------y+ 
+ 
Z 
I 
I 
f--- ---y 
FIGURE 25.- Addition of potentia l for cru ciform wing-body combination . 
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where the ign i positive in the left half-plane 7r/2<8<37r/2 
and negative in the right half-plane (- 7r/2<8<7r/2 ) . 
Component 'Pc r epresents the potential for two-dimen ional 
incompre ible flow as oeiated \\"ith a source situated at the 
origin and is 
U", dSc l 
'Pc = -2 -l- nl' 7r GX (A4) 
where 1' = y2+Z2 . The perturbation velocity potential 
for the How field about a cruc iform-wing-bod~- combination 
inclined in both pitch and yaw i 
'P = 'Pa + CPb + CPc + g(.r ) (A5) 
Thro gh application of the above eq uations to the pres-
sure-velocity rela tionship of eq uation (10), the following 
expressions are founcl for the lifting differen tial pressures 
(lower minu upper) on the horizontal wing and body 
( I:>.P&) q B 
[ d ( a'l) a da ( a 2 y2) ] 4a - 1-- +2-- 9 +1 - 29 dx 8 4 8 dx 8- a-~ 0 0 0 + a- - y-( 1+9 ) -4 9 8 - s-
imilarly, the lateral differential pressure (por t minu 
board) on the vertical wing and body are given by 
Z ( a'I)2 4a{3 - 1--t Z 4 
64a{3 :. 1 - ~ - ( ZO ) 
t a-
(A6) 
(A7) 
tar-
(AS) 
(A9) 
The total lift and side force exerted on a complete cr uci-
form-wing and bod~- combina tion can be determined by 
integrating the loading over the entire urface area. It is 
often convenient to can y out the in tegration by fir t 
evaluating the lift and ide force on one spanwise strip 
and then integrating the e elemental forcE'S over the length 
of the wing-body combination , thu 
d (L) J +so I:>.p& d [ 2 ( a2 a4) ] 
- - = - dy=27ra - 8 1--+-dx q -so q dx S2 4 (A10) 
(All ) 
and 
1:.= ( I ~ (~) clx= 27ra {[82 (1- a2 + a4) ] _ 
q J 0 clx q 8 2 4 I 
[82 (1 -~:+~)1} (AI2) 
:= i l (1x(:)clX=-27r{3{ [ t 2 (1 -~:+~:)1-
[t2 (1 -~+~:)J} (A13 ) 
where the subscripts 0 and l in the integrated 1'e ult refer 
to the values of the bracketed quantities at :1,= 0 and x=l, 
r espectively. If the wing-body combination is pointed at 
th e nose, the bracketed quantities vanish at ~;=O, and the 
expressions for lift and ide force reduce to 
(A14) 
~ = -27r{3 [t2 (1- ~:+ ~:) 1 (A15) 
The above expressions for the loading and forces indicate 
that there is a complete correspondence of the expre sion for 
lift and ideforce, and that the lift i independent of the angle 
of yaw and the ide force is independent of th e angle of at-
tack. Inasmuch as the pitching and yawing moments lYI 
and N about an arbitrary moment center Xo are obtained by 
performing the following itegrations 
M i ' dL 
- = - (x-x) - - d.l.' 
q 0 ° clx q (A16) 
N i l cl (Y) 
-=- (x-x ) - - clx q 0 0 clx q (A17) 
it is evident that the above statements have corresponding 
counterparts for these moments. Although the detail of 
the calculation wi ll not be given here, it can be shown fur-
ther for cruciform-wing-bod}~ combination having identical 
hori zontal- and vertical-wing panels that the resultant la teral 
force ,ID + P is independent of the angl e of bank, and that 
the total rolling moment i zero for all angle of bn.nk. 
Equations ( A14 ) and (A15) show that the lift and side 
force on a slender pointed wing-body com bination depend 
on the geometry of only the base section and not of the plan 
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form. This resul t i in conformity with the more general 
integral relation of equMion (26) obtained using momentum 
m ethod , but not with the re ul t obtained in reference 10 
using the linear pre w'e-velocity relation. T he latter 
analysis (here being supersedcd) indicatc that equation (A14) 
is the proper expression for the lift of a wing-body combina-
tion consisting of a low-a pect-ratio triangular wing mounted 
on a lender pointed body that i cylindrical along the \ving 
root, bu t not, fo r instance, for a conical wing-bo ly combina-
tion. The conical configuration i of parti cular intere t be-
cau of the existence of a super onic conical-Bow· solution 
(rcf. 1 ), and becau e it ha l'ecentl~T been suggested (e. g., 
ref. 19) that that resul t be used to check the applicability of 
approximate solution". Compari on reveals, however, tbat 
the re'ul ts of reference 1 clo not agree with equation (A14 ), 
but check t,he slender-body results of reference 10. The 
explanation is that the linear pressure-velo ity relation is 
used in the upersonic conical-flow olution, and that the 
latter r e ults agree with those given here if th e effec ts of the 
additional terms in the pre sUl'e-veloci t~T relation arc in-
cluded in the anal.\-sis. 
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TABLE I .-CAL CULATED LATERAL P OSITIONS OF 40 VORTICES AT VARIOU DISTAN E BEHI ND A LE DhR 
CR CIFORM WI NG AT 45° BANK 
400../21. CL' 
b A 
Vortex number 
o 
11 
15 
21 
27 
y' 
z' 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
0.2076 0. 3704 0.4667 0.5367 0. ' 99 0.63 12 0.6616 O. 28 0.7006 0.7060 0.2076 0.3704 0.4667 0.5367 O. 99 0.6312 0.6616 0.6828 0.7006 0.7060 
0.2076 0.3704 0.4667 0.5367 O. 99 0.6312 0.6616 0.6828 0.7006 0.7060 -0.2076 -0.3704 -0.4667 -0.5367 -0.5899 -0.63 12 -0.6616 -0. 6828 -0.7006 -0.7060 
y' 0.20 6 0. 3727 0.4695 0.5398 0.5932 0.6.348 0.665-1 0.6831 0.6991 0.6762 0.2065 0.3680 0.4638 0.5336 O. 68 0.6282 0.6598 0.6857 0.7173 0.7140 
z' 0.2096 0.37:32 O. '1700 0.5404 0.5910 0.6357 0.6(;75 0.6935 0.7252 0.7219 -0.2055 -0.3675 -0.4634 -0.5330 -0. 60 -0.6274 -0.6577 -0.6753 -0.6911 -0.6682 
y' 0.20 9 0. 3736 O. '1707 0.54 1 I 0.59'16 0.6365 0.6675 0.6817 0.6924 0.6691 0.2061 0.3671 0.4627 0.5324 0.5857 0.6274 0.6604 O. 95 0.7255 0.7110 
z' 0.21050. 3744 0.4714 0.5420 0.59' 0.63790.6711 0.7004 0.7366 07220-0.2047-0.3664-0.4621-0.5317-0. 45-0.6261-0.6568-0.6727-0 
u' 
z' 
y' 
z' 
y' 
z' 
u' 
Z' 
0.2097 0.3755 0.4730 0.5438 0.5975 0.6402 0.6724 0.6646 0.6759 0.6570 0.2053 0.3652 0.4605 0.5302 0.5837 0.6265 0.6632 0.7003 0.7376 0.7040 
0.2122 0.3767 0.4742 0.5452 0.5996 0.6429 0.6800 0.7173 0.7549 0.7212 -0.2031 -0.3642 -0.4595 -0 5290 -0. 1 -0.6238 -0.6556 -0.6672 -0.6581 -0.6394 
0.2105 0.3774 0.4754 0.5465 0.6006 0.644 1 0.6774 0.6 05 0.6587 0.6500 0.2045 0.3634 0.4584 0.5281 O. 22 0.6268 0.6697 0.7143 0.74 18 0.6958 
0.2139 0.3792 0.4771 0.5486 0.6039 0.6492 0.6924 0.7376 0.7655 0.7 192 -0.2015 -0.3621 -0.457 1 -0.5263 -0.5791 -0.6218 -0. 6544 -0.6566 -0.6343 -0.6260 
0.211 6 O. 03 0.4790 0.5507 0.6054 0.6505 0.6836 0.6683 0.6341 0.6450 0.2032 0.3607 0.4554 0.5253 O. 07 0.6293 0.684 0.7324 0.7400 0.6859 
0.2165 0.3 29 0.4 17 0.5541 0.61 10 0.6605 0.7164 0.7651 0.7731 0.71 6 -0. 1991 -0.3 9 -0. 4535 -0.5226 -0.5755 -0.6193 -0.6510 -0.6344 -0.599 -0.6115 
0.2127 0.3831 0.4 26 0.5551 0.6104 0.6575 0.6834 0.6515 0.61 0.6435 0.2019 0.3 0 0.4525 0.5231 O. 04 0.6350 0.704 1 0.7452 0.7301 O. 01 
0.2192 0.3867 0.4865 0.5601 0.6 103 0. 6748 0.7450 0.7875 0.7725 0.7218 -0.1968 -0.3559 -0.4500 -0.5191 -0.5721 -0.6174 -0.6409 -0.6075 -0.571 -0.6006 __ 
33 U' 0.213 0.38590.48630.55950.6156 0.6652 0.6772 0.6316 0.6044 0.6434 0. 2006 0.3554 0.4499 0.5214 O. 13 0.6440 0.7225 0.7520 0.7177 0.B7 
z' 0.2220 0.3907 0.4915 0.5666 0.6287 0.6921 0.7727 0.8038 0.7693 0.7293 -0. 1946 -0.3529 -0.4467 -0.5157 -0.5690 -0.6160 -0.6246 -0.5776 -0 5506 -0.5908 
- -----1-- - ---- - -------------- --------------------------- --- -
39 U' 0.2148 0.3 0.4900 0.5641 0.6210 0.6728 0.6669 0.6115 0.5976 0.6426 O. 1993 0.3529 0.4476 0.52, i 0.5835 0.6568 0.7384 0.7525 0.7055 0.6792 
z' 0.224 0.394 0.4969 0.57 0. 6392 0.7 129 0.79 I O. 137 0.7662 0.7397 -0. 1924 -0.3501 -0.4435 -0.5125 -0 5660 -0.6139 -0.6040 -0.5475 -0. 5342 -0. ' 05 
------1-- - - ---- -------- - - ------ ---------------- - - - ------ ----
47 U' 0.21620.39250.49500.57030.6283 O. 070.64920.5873 0.5926 0.6411 0. 1975 0.3497 0.4449 0.5197 O. I 0.6785 0.7556 0.7466 0.6905 0.6818 
55 
z' 0.2287 0.4005 0.5013 0.5840 0.65-17 0.7456 O. ? 2 0. 8202 0.7631 0.7552 -0. I 96 -0.3464 -0.4393 -0.5085 -0.5621 -0.6079 -0.5725 -0.5099 -0.5167 -0. 5667 
U' 
z' 
0.2174 0.396.3 0.5001 0.5766 0.63 0.6820 0.6284 0.5 I 0.5917 0.639 0.1957 0.3467 0.4426 0.5202 0.5950 0.7034 0.7667 0.7354 0.6777 0.6866 
0.2326 0.4065 0.5123 0.5952 0.6722 0.7824 O. 522 O. 212 0.7618 0.7724 -0. 1868 -0.3428 -0.4354 -0. 5046 -0.5582 -0.5942 -0.5379 -0.4776 -0.5032 -0. 5536 
63 y' 0.21 7 0.4000 0.5052 0.5831 0.6435 0.67.,6 0.6066 0.5540 0.5944 0.6383 O. 1939 0.3439 0.44 10 0. 5219 0.6043 0.7272 0.7718 0.7216 0.6674 0.6939 
z' 0.2367 0.4127 0.520 0.6073 0.691 0.8191 O. 703 O. 194 0.7631 0.7917 -0. I 42 -0.3395 -0.43 17 -0.5010 -0.5542 -0.5727 -0.5024 -0.4505 -0.4930 -0.5400 
------1-- - - ------------------------------------------- - - - ----
71 g' 0.2198 0.4037 0.5103 0.' 97 0.6513 0.6633 O. 52 0.5443 0.5900 0.6356 0.1921 0.34 13 0.4399 0.5247 0.6159 0.7477 0.7718 0.7069 0.6605 0.7032 
79 
95 
110 
130 
150 
170 
z' 0.2409 0.4191 0.5297 0.6203 0.7137 0.8531 0.8831 0.8 165 0.7682 0.8124 -0. I 16 -0.3362 -0.4280 -0.4974 -0.5496 -0.5454 -0. 4675 -0.4281 -0. 4 4 -0.5250 
g' 
z' 
y' 
z' 
U' 
z' 
y' 
z' 
y' 
z' 
U' 
z' 
U' 
z' 
0.2209 0.4073 0.5154 0.5965 0.6589 0.6468 0.5653 0.53' 0.6041 0. 6317 0. 1904 0.33 9 0. 4394 0.5286 0.6300 0.7639 0.7675 0.6922 0.6567 0.7134 
0.2451 0.4258 0.5.391 0.6342 0.7380 0.8832 0.8913 0.8133 0.7170 O. 339 -0. 1791 -0.3331 -0.4245 -0.4939 -0.5439 -0.5139 -0.4342 -0.4097 -0. 4774 -0.5082 
0.2220 0.4109 0.5206 0.6033 0.6656 0.6275 0.5476 0.5357 0.6086 0.6263 O. 1886 0.3368 0.4394 0.5336 0.6464 0.7756 0.7597 0.6782 0.6557 0.7240 
0.2495 0. 4327 0.54 9 0.6489 0.7649 0.9090 O. 959 0.8107 0.7 4 O. 558 -0. 1767 -0.3301 -0.4211 -0.4903 -0.5364 -0.4800 -0.4032 -0.3948 -0.4699 -0.4896 
0.2229 0.4 145 0.5257 0.6102 0.6706 0.6066 0.5326 0.5357 0.6125 0.6197 0.1868 0. 3350 0.4401 0.5397 0.6645 0.726 0.7493 0. 6655 0.6568 0.7346 
O. 16 O. 778 -0. 1744 -0. 3272 -0.4177 - 0.4 65 -0.5264 -0.4448 -0.3751 -0.3 27 -0.4620 -0.4692 
0.22470.42110.5.353 0.6232 0.6749 0.56610.5099 0.5400 0.6193 0.6047 0.1 6 0.3321 0.4424 0.5532 0.7007 0.776 0.7264 0.6447 0.6624 0.7540 
0.2624 0.4537 0.5792 0.6954 O. 529 0.9624 O. 972 0.8090 O. 290 0.9187 -0.1702 -0.3220 -0.4113 -0.4790 -0.5017 -0.37 -0.3284 -0.3644 -0.4465 -0.4284 
0.2267 0.4296 0.54 2 0.6403 0.6650 0.5162 0.4932 0.5518 0.6271 0.57 2 0.1795 0.3297 0.44 2 0.5761 0.7469 0.7771 0.6939 0.6260 0.677 0.7745 
0.2740 0.4730 0.607 0.74 11 0.9321 0.958 0.8940 0.8177 0.8725 0.969 -0. 1649 -0.3152 -0.4024 -0.4667 -0.4536 -0.2962 -0.2808 -0.3465 -0.4221 -03639 
0.2283 0.437 0.5610 0.6563 0.6405 0.4794 O. 0.5657 0.6297 0.54 0. 1758 0.3291 0.4576 0.6048 0.7' 3 0.7534 0.6659 0.6183 0.7000 0. 7 44 
0.2861 0.4936 0.6386 0.7929 1.0026 0.9926 O. 936 O. 1.011 9 -0. 1600 -0.3086 -0. 3929 -0.4498 -0.3919 -0.2279 -0.2474 -0.3315 -0.3895 -0.2948 
0.6264 0.5114 0.1725 0.3305 0.4701 0.637 0.8094 0.7243 0.6440 O. (i194 0.7240 0.7838 
1. 0437 -0.1555 -0.301 -0.' 21 -0.4266 -0.3227 -0. 1734 -0.2225 -0.3159 -0.34 7 -0.2252 
190 U' 0.2305 0.4530 0.5866 0.6778 0.57 15 0. 4446 0.4998 0.5894 0.6148 0.47 0. 1697 0.33J7 0. 4856 0.6733 O. 254 0.6949 0.6283 0.6275 0. 7467 0.7741 
z' 0.3111 0.5379 0.7068 0.9142 1.1129 0 9003 0.9067 0.9022 I. 0370 L 0653 -0. 1511 - 0.2946 -0. J69 -0.3959 -0.2501 -0. 1309 -0.2025 -0.29 I -0.3012 -0. 1586 
------- ---- - - - ----1---- --- -------- ------- --------- ----------
210 U' 0.2311 0. 4599 0. 5993 0.6793 0.5337 0. 4405 0.5 115 0.5984 0.59 7 0.4510 0.1676 0.3386 0.5037 0.7094 0.8323 O. I 0.6182 0.64 11 0.7662 0.7575 
230 
270 
290 
310 
330 
350 
370 
390 
410 
430 
z' 0.3238 0.5614 0.7440 0.9807 I. 1525 O. g<.J04 0.9205 0.9430 L 0917 1. 07 9 -0.1469 -0.2866 -0.3555 -0.3575 -0. 17 -0.0980 -0.1854 -0.2768 -0. 2486 -0.0976 
y' 
z' 
U' 
z' 
y' 
z' 
y' 
z' 
y' 
z' 
g' 
z' 
y' 
z' 
U' 
z' 
g' 
z' 
y' 
z' 
U' 
z' 
0.2313 0. 4665 0.6121 0. 6735 0.497 1 0.441 6 0.5257 0. 6045 0.5779 0.4291 0. 1660 0.3453 0.5242 0. 7442 0.8312 0.6453 0.6132 0.6589 0.7 18 0.7364 
0.3366 0.5857 0. 7835 I. 0478 1.1826 0.9930 0.9403 0.9881 I. 1432 I. 0 71 -0. 14 26 - 0. 2777 -0.3390 -0.311 6 -0. 1049 -0.0721 -0. 1699 -0.2512 -0. 1923 -0.043'( 
0.2313 0. 4727 0.6248 0.6612 0.4638 0. 4469 0.540 0.6072 0.5536 0.4131 0. 1652 0.3535 0.5468 0.7763 0.232 0.6270 0.6130 0.6794 0.7931 0.7131 
0.3495 0.6106 O. 253 1. 11 34 I. 2043 0.9983 0.9666 I. 0364 1. 1906 1. 0922 -0. 1382 -0.2677 -0.3199 -0.2590 -0.0359 -0.0510 -0. 1549 -0.2207 -0. 1338 0.0032 
0.2309 0.4786 0.6374 0.6434 0.4350 0.4557 0. 554 0.6063 0.5264 0.4024 0. 1650 0.3630 0.57 12 0.8046 0.8097 0.6130 0.6177 0.7012 0.8000 O. 97 
0.3623 0.6362 0.8695 1. 1760 L 2193 1. 0068 0.9996 I. 0 63 I. 2332 I. 0957 -0. 1334 -0.2564 -0.2980 -0.2007 0.0289 -0. 0331 -0. 1395 -0. 1852 -0.0742 0.0428 
0.2303 0.4840 0.6497 0.6214 0.4 116 0. 4674 0.5660 0.6020 0. 4975 0.3964 0. 1655 0.3738 0.5971 0.8283 0.7919 0.6030 0.6270 0.7230 0.8028 0.6675 
0.3749 0.6623 0.9162 L 2349 1. 2295 1. 0189 1. 0382 1. 1369 I. 2703 1. 0986 -0. 1281 -0.2438 -0.2732 -0. 1380 0.0 9 -0.0176 -0. 1224 -0. 1450 -0.0146 0.0761 
0.2294 0.4891 0.6612 0.5960 0. 3935 0.4813 0.5735 0.5946 0.4680 0.3948 0. 1667 0. 3856 0.6244 0.8470 0.7710 0. 59 0.6404 0.7436 0.8018 0.6476 
0.3874 0.6889 0.9654 1. 2895 I. 2366 I. 0352 I. 0809 I. 1875 I. 3015 1. 1016 -0. 1223 -0.2297 -0. 2453 -0.0722 0. 1435 -0.0035 -0. 1024 -0.1007 0.0441 0. 1041 
0. 2282 0.4938 0.67 16 0.5679 0.3804 0.4065 0.5769 0.5846 0.4392 0.3970 0. 1664 0.3984 0.6529 0.8606 0. 7482 0.5944 0.6567 0. 7625 0.7975 0.6305 
0.3997 0.7159 1. 0171 1. 3397 I. 2420 I. 0562 I. 1261 1. 2375 I. J268 I. 1055 -0. 11 57 -0.2142 -0.2142 -0.0044 0.1923 0.0097 -0.0785 -0.0532 0. 1014 0.1279 
0.2269 0.4982 0.6802 0.537 0.3715 0.512\ 0.5768 0.5720 0.4124 0.4027 O. 1708 0.4120 0.6822 0.8693 0.7246 0.5957 0.674 0.7794 0.7903 0.6164 
I. 3465 I. 11 08 -0. 1083 -0. 1973 -0. 1798 0. 0643 0. 2351 0.0226 -0.0502 -0.0030 0. 1568 0. 148-1 
0.2255 0.5024 0.6866 0.5065 0.3662 0.5271 0.5736 0.5572 0. 3884 0. 41 15 0.1738 0. 4264 0.71 19 0.8733 0. 7012 0.6006 0.6935 0.7942 0.7807 0.6055 
0.42350.7712 1.1 277 1.4248 1. 251 1.1124 1. 2184 1. 3347 1. 3615 1.11 3-0. 1001 -0. 1790-0.1420 0. 1331 0.2723 0.0359-0. 0174 0. 0491 0.2100 0.1664 
0. 2240 0.5063 0.6902 0.474 0.364 1 0.5409 0.5679 0.5403 0.3677 0.4229 0 .. 1772 0.4413 O. 74 18 O. 729 0.6790 0.6090 0.711 0.8070 I. 7691 0.597 
1. 3726 I. 1286 -0.0909 -0. 1593 -0. 1007 0.2014 0.3038 0. 0501 0.0194 0. 1031 0.2606 0.1 28 
0.2224 0.5099 0.6909 0. 4435 0. 3646 0. 5532 0.5602 0.5216 0. 3506 0.4364 0. 1 II 0. 4569 0.7712 O. 5 O. 0.6209 0.7288 0.8176 0. 7560 0.5930 
0. 4459 0.8277 I. 2456 I. 4 I I. 2635 I. 1848 I. 3081 I. 4265 I. 3808 I. 142J -0.0807 -0. 1883 -0.0557 0.2684 0.3304 0.0658 0.0598 0. 1584 0.30 6 0.1980 
0. 220 0.51340.68830.4 1350. 36740.5638 0. 550 0. 50 11 0.3369 0.4512 0. 1855 0. 4730 0.7996 0. 8603 0.6415 0.63(\2 0.7440 0.8260 0.7416 0.5912 
0. 4566 O. 564 I. 30tll I. 511 3 I. 270 I. 22.56 I. 3512 I. 4698 I. 3869 I. 1599 -0.0696 -0. 116\ -0. 0072 0.3337 0.3528 0.0837 0.1030 0.2148 0.3536 0.2127 
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TABLE I.-CALCULATED LATERAL POSITIONS OF 40 VORTICES AT VARIOU Dr TA CES BEHIND A LE NDER 
CRUCIFORM WING AT 450 BANK- Continued 
400..[2~ CL' Vortex number 
b A -----_. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Ii I 19 20 
----------------
---
-------------- ------------------
450 y' 0.2193 0.5166 0. 6823 O. 59 0.3723 0.5726 0.5401 0.47 9 0.3266 0.4666 0. 1902 0.4 96 O. 265 0.84 7 0.6274 0.6545 0.7571 0.8323 0. 7263 0.5921 
z' 0.4669 O. 54 1. 3667 1.5292 1. 27nG 1.2689 1. 3926 1. 5Il 2 I. 3915 I. 1816 -0.0574 -0.0927 0.0446 0.3966 0.3718 O. 1044 0. 14 0 0. 2721 0.3955 0.2271 
--------------
0.3!~ 
------------
0. 1953 0.5066 0.8515 0.8342'0.;;;-:-1 0.6755 0.7682 
--------
470 V' 0.2179 0.5197 0.6730 0.3615 0.5797 0.5282 0.4551 0.3191 0.4821 O. 364 0.7106 0.5957 
z' 0. 4770 0.9145 1. 4269 1. 5423 1. 2900 1. 3143 I. 4323 1. 5502 I. 3952 I. 2076 -0. 0443 -0.068 1 0.0999 0. 4565 O. 6 0.128.5 0. 1942 0. 3299 0.4340 0.24 16 
-1-----------------------490 y' 0.2 l67 0. 5227 0.6605 0.3412 0.3868 O. - 49 0. 5156 0.4295 0.3144 0.4970 0.2007 0.5239 O. 740 0.81 i3 0.6696 0. 6987 0. 7774 0. 8383 0.6950 0.6021 
z' 0. 4868 0. 9437 1." 61 I. 5515 1. 3023 1. 3615 1. 4702 1. 5863 I. 3984 I. 2377 -0.0303 -0.0425 0. 1580 0.5131 0.4042 0. 1563 0.2410 0.3881 0.4692 0.2566 
510 y' 0.2156 0.5254 0.6449 0.3252 0.3958 0.5882 0.5025 0. 402" 1 0. 31211 O. 5 1 ?~ 0.2064 0. 54 I 61 O. 938 IQ796 0.6053 0. 7234 1 O. 7 ~8 O. :lEO 0.6801 0.611 0 
z' 0.4964 0.9730 I. 5437 1.5583 1. 3166 I. 4104 1. 5062 I. 61 5 1. 4013 I. 271 -0.0152 -0.0157 0. 21 7 0.5659 0. 4192 O. I 2 0. 28 I 0.4462 0.501 I 0.2724 
530 y' 0.2149 0. 52!8 0.6266 0.3130 ?:~g~ 0.5894 0.4891 0.37501 0. 3121 0. 5233 0. 2123 0.5595 0. 9106 O. 7789 0. 60361 0.7490 0.7906 0.8356 0.6663 0.6226 z' 0. 5058 I. 0024 1. 5993 1. 5638 1. 4607 1. 5403 I. 6462 I. 4043 I. 3097 O. 000fi 0.0120 0.2814 O. fl147 0. 4340 0.2241 0.3352 0.5040 0.5301 0.2894 
-----------------------------
550 y' 0. 2144 0.5300 0. 6058 0. 3041 0.4164 0.5885 0.4757 0.3'1 1 0.3142 0.5339 O. 21~4 0.57?8 0.924 1 0.7- 6 0.604 1 0. 7750 0. 7951 O. 312 0.6539 0.6311 
z' 0.5151 1. 0320 1. 6524 1.5689 1. 3522 1. 5120 l. 5728 1. 6691 1. 4074 1. 3511 0.0174 0.0409 0.3457 0.6594 0.4491 0.264 1 0.3819 0.5612 0.5565 0.3OS2 
----------------------
---------------
0.73851 0.6068 
---------------
570 y' 0. 2143 O. 5320 O. 5829 O. 2978 0.4274 0.5852 0.4625 0.3227 0.31 3 0.5421 0.2248 0.5963 0.9342 O. 007 0.794 O. 249 0. 6430 0.6533 
z' 0.5244 1. 0616 1. 7026 1. 5740 I. 3738 1. 5640 1. 603(; I. 6875 1. 41 10 I. 3954 0.0350 0.0708 0. 411 0 O. 7002 0.4644 0.3081 0.4281 0.6175 0.5807 0.3292 
TABLE II.- CALCULA TED LATERAL PO ITIONS OF ENTROID OF VORTICITY OF 40 VORTI E BEHI D A SLE DE R 
CRUCIFORM WING AT 45 0 BANK 
2~ CL' YOl'tox numbers 400 {2 !!. CL' Vortex numbers ? ~ CI/ Vortex numbers d CL' 
Vort ox number 
400 400 400 0 _-b A b A - b A - b A 
I to 10 II to 20 I to 10 11 to 20 I to 10 II to 20 I to 10 Jl to 20 
0 y/ O.5SM 0.5554 47 .l/e' 0. 54,,'1 0.5653 190 Ve' 0. 0147 0. 5960 410 ge' o 4e54 0.6453 
z/ 0.5554 - 0.5554 z, ' 0.6284 -0.4820 ze' 0. 84 4 - 0.2553 z/ J. 1714 O. Ill S 
------ -------------- -------------- -------
y.' 0.5551 0.5556 .s.5 ye' O .. ,437 n.5670 210 y.' 0. 510'1 O. (;003 430 y.' 0. 4(;0 0. 6-199 
z/ 0.5569 -0.553i z.' 0.640R -0. 4695 z/ 0. 8787 -0. 2230 z/ J. 1995 O. J4fil 
----1----
0.5420 O. ~~? 3 y/ 0.5.'17 0.5·'f-.o 63 !i/ 230 y.' O.50(iQ 0.6047 ·150 Ve' 0. 4'>62 0.6545 
ze' 0.5600 -0.5506 z/ 0.6532 - 0. 4.570 .':!/ 0.90 -0. 1905 z/ J. 2271 0.18 10 
------ --------- ----------- ----
!I/ O. '>54:3 O .. ,564 71 I/e' 0.5403 0.5704 250 ge' 0. 5016 0.6091 470 y/ o 4516 0.659 1 
z / 0 .. , 631 -0. Mi5 z.' O. 6~57 -0. 4443 z/ 0.93 7 -0. 157 =e' I. 2550 O.216() 
------ ------------ ---
y/ 0.5539 0. 55A 79 y/ g ~~~¥ O . . 5721 270 Ve' 0. 4\17 1 n.61:16 490 ge' 0.44 70 0.6837 z.' 0.561j2 -0.5144 z/ -0. 4~ 1 7 ze' 0.9685 -0. 1248 z.' l. 2824 0.2513 
-- ---
JI y/ 0.5530 O. ,,577 87 y/ 0.5369 0.5738 290 ve' 8: ~~~; o. fl l80 510 ~:; O. 1424 n.6(',83 z.' 0. 572, -0.5382 2e' 0.6905 -0.4 192 z.' -0. 09 17 J. 3097 0.2869 
------
L5 y/ 8:gm 0.5585 95 ~;; 0.5352 0.5756 310 y/ 0. 4882 0. 6225 530 y/ 0. 437 0.67"9 z/ -0.53 19 0. 7029 - 0.40M ,/ I. 02ii -0. 0084 z/ J. 3360 0.3226 
21 ye' 8~~ 0.5508 110 !~;: 0. 53,0 0.5788 330 y/ 0. 48:16 0.6270 550 y/ 0. 4332 0. 6775 ~e' - 0.5226 0. 72()0 - 0. 3~30 z/ J. 0506 -0. 0249 z/ I. 363~ 03585 
------ -------
---------
27 y/ 0.5496 0. 5611 130 Vr' O. 52ii 0. 5830 350 y/ 0. 479! O. f,31r. 570 y/ 0. 42 6 O. 21 
z/ 0.5973 -0.5132 z/ 0. 7568 -0. 3512 z/ I OS'6 00088 le' J. 398 0.3945 
---
---
33 Ye' 0. 54'l3 0. 5624 1[>0 ye' O . . 0;234 0.5873 :370 y/ 0. 4745 0.6362 
Ze' 0. 6067 -0 . . '>(l:~g I z/ 0. 7 7.1 -P.3 194 z/ !. 11 44 0.042 ---- -----------
39 ~;: O . . ;47 1 O . . ,635 170 yi 0.5191 0. 59 16 390 y/ 0. 4700 O. &107 0.6160 -0. 494.5 z/ 0. 8 1 '0 -0.2 74 ze' l. 1430 0.0771 
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